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From the Clerk

By Beverly A. Benka, Clerk of Court,
with thanks to Shannon O’Brien,
Diana Cunningham and Denise Schuster
for their contributions.
Digital Audio Program

The Eastern District of Washington is one of
three Beta test courts in the nation for providing
digital audio recordings of case hearings on the
court case docket. Once testing is completed and
the system is live, the audio files will be accessible through PACER. Digital audio recording
has been the method for making the official
court record in this court for many years and
CDs have been available for purchase. The new
program will provide quick, inexpensive access
to the record by the bar and the public through

regular PACER access. More information will
be available on the court’s Web site as the beta
test progresses.
Court Calendar Program

The court began using a new nationally supported hearing calendaring program called
CHAP (for Chambers Automated Program) in
May. It is fully integrated with the CM/ECF
program. This means that for common types of
preset hearings such as relief from stay, sales of
property free and clear of liens, and applications
for waiver of filing fee, attorneys can select
predefined hearing dates from within CM/ECF
which will save steps. A preset hearing report
is available under the Bankruptcy menu option
Continued on Page 4

Board Members Elected Inside…
By Ian Ledlin, Attorney
Jeff Simpson and Tom Atwood were re-elected to
serve on the Board of Directors of the Bankruptcy
Bar Association for the 2010-12 term.
David Gardner was elected to serve his first term
on the Board. Mr. Simpson will fill Yakima Position #1. Mr. Atwood, of Armstrong Klym Waite
Atwood & Jameson, PS, will fill Tri-Cities/Walla
Walla Position #1, and David Gardner, of Winston
and Cashatt, will fill Spokane County Position #1.
Mr. Gardner was awarded the Bankruptcy Lawyer
of the Year by the Spokane Volunteer Law Program.
These directors will begin serving two-year
termsfollowing the Board Meeting on June 19,
2010 at Sun Mountain Lodge.
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U.S. Trustee’s Notes

By Gary W. Dyer, Acting Assistant U.S. Trustee
(Spokane)

We Are Debt Relief Agencies, But...
The United States Supreme Court ruled on the
debt relief agency case. Milavetz, Gallop & Milavetz, P.A. v. United States, Nos. 08-1119, 081225, __ S. Ct. __, 2010 WL 757616 (U.S. Mar.
8, 2010). Milavetz presented three issues: (1)
whether an attorney who provides bankruptcy
assistance to an assisted person in return for
valuable consideration, and who does not fall
within one of the five exceptions, is a debt relief
agency for purposes of 11 U.S.C. §§ 526–528;
(2) the proper construction of section 526(a)(4)
and whether it is unconstitutionally overbroad
or impermissibly vague; and (3) whether 11
U.S.C. §§ 528(a)(4) and (b)(2) violate the First
Amendment as applied to attorneys. The Court
ruled in on each of the three issues:
1. Attorneys who provide bankruptcy assistance to assisted persons are debt relief agencies
under BAPCPA. The Court found that, by definition, “bankruptcy assistance” includes services
commonly performed by attorneys, and Congress
indicated no intent to exclude attorneys.
2. The Court rejected Milavetz’s arguments
that section 526(a)(4) should be read so broadly
as to forbid discussion of the advantages, disadvantages, or legality of incurring more debt while
considering whether to file for bankruptcy relief.
Instead, the Court concluded that section 526(a)(4)
prohibits a debt relief agency only from advising
a debtor to incur more debt because the debtor
is filing for bankruptcy, rather than for a valid
purpose. So construed, section 526(a)(4) is not
impermissibly vague, and the Court reversed the
8th Circuit’s judgment that the subsection is unconstitutionally overbroad. Because the petitioner
did not object to the statute on other constitutional
grounds, the Court did not address other potential
constitutional attacks upon the section.
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3. The disclosure requirements of sections
528(a)(4) and (b)(2) are valid under the First
Amendment as applied to attorneys. The Court
concluded that the section 528 disclosures are
intended to combat the problem of inherently
misleading commercial advertisements, and
they entail only an accurate statement of the
advertiser’s legal status and the nature of the
assistance provided. They do not prevent debt
relief agencies from conveying any additional
information through their advertisements.
The narrow interpretation of the scope of
the advice from counsel should provide some
comfort to us debt relief agencies.
What If Your Client Is Not Eligible
For A Discharge?

Every month, we find cases filed where the debtor or
debtors are not eligible for a discharge. One or more of
the debtors have filed within the eight years from their last
case (or within the four years of a community property
discharge). We typically call counsel and request the
case be dismissed, or the chapter 13 plan be modified
to reflect a discharge will not be granted. Often-times,
the applicable time period was very near in time to the
filing date, and the issue could have been avoided.
Do you ask your clients if they ever filed a bankruptcy
case before? Do you check PACER to find out how
good their memory might be? How much time does it
take to check PACER records?
Do you verify the information for the petition in
the section regarding prior cases within the last eight
years? If you file a petition for a client who seeks and
needs a discharge but is not eligible for one pursuant
to section 727 or 1328, should you be paid for those
services? If your clients cannot obtain the relief they
wanted because the applicable time had not yet run,
and you could check on PACER and avoid the pitfall,
who should carry the blame?
Section 329 and F.R.B.P. 2017 permits the court to
review the services and fees, and to cause the excessive
fees to be returned. If the debtor could not acquired
what she sought – a discharge – would all the fees be
excessive? We believe so.
Continued on Page 3

U.S. Trustee’s Notes cont’d
Foreclosure or
Mortgage Rescue Fraud
Bad economic times create the opportunity for
desperate consumers to resort to desperate, even
nonsensical, methods to escape financial misfortune. Some of these methods are promoted by
scam artists who prey on unfortunate consumers. As in the business cycles, so scams have
cycles that follow the economic downturns.
Here are some of the common scams, and
some responses that you might use to assist
your client:

False Case Filed
Your new client receives notice of a bankruptcy case
filed in his name, but says he did not file or authorize
a bankruptcy filing, file schedules or appear at the
meeting of creditors.
Questions to ask: Check the identifying information,
and have the client review the signature. If the name
and SSN are wrong, it probably will not be linked to
your client. Just let the trustee or US Trustee know.
If the identifying information is correct, ask the client
about any attempts or interviews regarding refinancing, mortgage reduction, debt reduction, or bankruptcy
they had with anyone, and what personal identifying
information they gave. Get the full details of the information given by the client and information given
to the client, and any related documents.
If the client did not consult with someone about those
types of issues, consider whether the client owns anything jointly who might have access to their personal
identifying information.
Check the mailing address. Find out if they receive
any notices of any case or whether anyone has ability
to intercept their mail.
Check with any creditor that is aggressively trying
to collect or foreclose. Find out if any documents
regarding the false case were sent to the creditor, and
what was communicated or faxed to the creditor. Those
communications may lead to identifying the persons
responsible.

Money paid in advance for debt adjustor,
debt reduction or mortgage renegotiation
services.
In most states, only an attorney can collect fees in advance for debt adjustment, consolidation, refinancing
a mortgage or renegotiating a debt. See WA. RCW
18.28 which limits the fees and lists the requirements
for the contract’s terms.
Questions to ask: get all the documents, including
the checks, wire transfers, credit card charges, and
bank statements. Check any websites or ads in craigslist or NickelSaver, etc. Check whether the company
is registered and licensed in Washington. Check with
Better Business Bureau. Check for any fictitious name
statements.
Red Flags
a. Transfers of funds by cash or wire transfer without
a contract;
b. “Guaranteed” results or promise of success;
c. Client was advised not to contact creditors or talk
to anyone else except the debt adjustor;
d. Client signed a deed with transfers all or part of the
title particularly coupled with the advice that the
“debt goes with the property”;
e. Regular payments to the debt adjustor but no written
agreements with the creditors about debt adjustment
or payment schedules;
f. Oral promises to return the home to the debtor at a
later date;
g. Client was pressured to sign blank documents, or
sign without a reasonable review of the documents;
often coupled with the advice that lawyers are too
expensive;
h. Offers from a government agency or the appearance
of being sponsored by a government agency;
i. Client was advised to use a different address than
their home, such as the debt adjustor’s address;
There are several potential class actions filed in federal
courts regarding these types of scams. The Washington
Attorney General’s Office is also aggressively pursuing consumer protection suits against these types of
scams. The United States Trustee gives high priority
to matters involving the victimization of consumers in
connection with a bankruptcy case. Please refer to us
matters of the type described above.
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From the Clerk cont’d

Two of the six rotating positions—Out of District and
in CM/ECF. Hearing schedules will continue to
be available on the court’s Web site. The court’s Panel Trustee--are due to expire following the June 2010
Web site offers a PowerPoint presentation on meeting. Nominations or applications for membership
the new hearing process.
on the committee should be sent by letter or e-mail to
Amended Local Rules
The Judges of the Eastern District of Washington recently signed General Order 10-01 adopting changes to
the local bankruptcy rules. The changes can be found
on the court’s Web site under Local Rules. LBR 30221 has been amended to require individual debtors in
chapter 11 cases to take action upon completion of all
payments under the plan and requires the use of a prescribed form, which is available on the court’s Web site.

Bev Benka, Clerk of Court, P.O. Box 2164, Spokane,
WA 99210, or Beverly_Benka@waeb.uscourts.gov.
The committee is scheduled to meet June 17. Suggestions for changes to the local rules, forms, or procedures
are welcome and should be sent to the Clerk at one of
the addresses noted above.

scheduled throughout the year as needed. The members of the committee serve without compensation,
but may be offered reimbursement of some expenses
as the court’s budget allows. The rotating members
serve two-year terms, which expire following the June
meeting. Members are selected by the Judges.

Electronic Filing Software Releases
Version 3.3.3 of the judiciary’s CM/ECF electronic
filing software, which went live December 18, 2009,
includes enhanced conflict checking for judges. Other
upgrades to the filing software that have been insti-

Free Pre-Petition Credit Counseling
The following Web site offers free pre-petition credit
counseling online and is approved by the United States
Trustee: consumerbankruptcycounseling.info. For a
Reaffirmation Agreements - Deadlines
Practitioners may want to familiarize themselves with complete list of credit counseling providers, see the
the deadline for making a reaffirmation agreement link to the U.S. Trustee Program on the court’s Web
set out in 11 USC 524 (c)(1) and the deadline for fil- site under General Information/Credit Counseling
ing a reaffirmation agreement set out in FRBP 4008. Agencies.
Additionally, FRBP 4004(c)(1)(J) and 4004(c)(2) are Public Access Fees Updated
instructive as to the deferral of the entry of an order At its spring 2010 meeting, the Judicial Conference
granting a discharge.
of the United States approved a reduction in fees for
users of the Public Access to Electronic Court Records
Standing Advisory Committee
The court’s standing advisory committee is composed (PACER) system. The Conference adjusted the fee
of the Judges of the court, the President of the Bank- schedule so that users are not billed until they accrue
ruptcy Bar Association, the Clerk of Court, permanent more than $10 worth of PACER usage per quarter vs.
representatives from the offices of the U.S. Attorney the previous fee schedule which charged users once
and U.S. Trustee, the Chapter 12 and 13 trustees, and they accrued at least $10 per year. Per Congressional
six rotating positions representing various stakehold- mandate, access to electronic court records is funded
ers and designated as Creditor/Consumer, Debtor/ through user fees and not through taxes. The charge to
Consumer, Creditor/Business, Debtor/Business, Out access court documents, aside from opinions, is eight
of District, and Panel Trustee. The committee, in addi- cents per page with a maximum charge of $2.40 per
tion to discussing topics of general interest, also serves document. The court also offers free PACER access
as the court’s Local Rules Advisory Committee. The at the clerk’s offices. Last year, more than 360 million
committee meets in June at Sun Mountain Lodge, Win- requests for PACER access were made. More than
throp, Washington, in conjunction with the Bankruptcy 65,000 new accounts have been added to PACER since
Bar Association’s annual seminar. Other meetings are the fiscal year began October 1, 2009.
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Continued on Page 5

From the Clerk cont’d

tuted in recent months include reminders to filers to
redact personal identifiers, improved data regarding
terminated parties and debtors, and a caching feature
designed to speed up the retrieval of documents for
viewing. Version 4, due out in fall following a server
upgrade, includes the ability for users to pay filing
fees via debit card, provides for multiple PDFs to be
uploaded to documents, updates the proof of claim
screen, allows attorneys involved in related cases to opt
out of email notices for main cases, lets attorneys with
multiple accounts use those accounts simultaneously
without being bumped out of the system and provides
a national database of barred debtor filings. Stephanie
Mann from the Yakima clerk’s office recently joined
a small group of court employees in beta testing the
version at the Administrative Office’s testing center in
Phoenix, Arizona. Version 5 is in the early planning
states with a database scrub of pending court requests
for modification conducted at the Administrative Office
of U.S. Courts early in 2010. Following voting regarding most desired changes by the courts in early spring,
programming of the requested changes will begin.

Statutory Time Period
Technical Amendments Act of 2009
The act was enacted on May 7, 2009 adjusting time
periods in nine sections of the Bankruptcy Code, effective December 1, 2009. With the law change, deadlines
of less than 30 days were changed to multiples of seven
days so that the expiration of the deadline would ordinarily occur on a weekday. The effective changes were:
• 5-day deadlines became 7 days;
• 10-and 15-day deadlines became 14 days;
• 20-day deadlines became 21 days;
• 25-day deadlines became 28 days.
Additionally, intermediate weekends and holidays
were no longer excluded when calculating time periods fewer than eight days. Several national forms
were affected by the change as well as Local Form
2083, Chapter 13 Plan. The rule and form changes are
provided on the court’s Web site.

Reaffirmation Form Changes
The Administrative Office of the United States Courts
has issued amended reaffirmation documents in an effort
to make them easier to complete and review. In addiFiling Statistics
tion to B240A, Reaffirmation Agreement, the Motion
For the calendar year of 2009, Eastern District filings portion has been made a separate Form B240B and
totaled 7234, which represented a 24% increase over the Order is now Form B240C. The new forms have
2008. Nationally for the calendar year, filings were an effective date of December 1, 2009.
1,473,675, up 32% over 2008’s 1.1 million filings. In Dollar Amount Changes to Bankruptcy
comparison, the highest filing year was 2005, when Forms, Bankruptcy Code and Title 28
about 2 million cases were filed. In 2009, 71% of na- On April 1, 2010, automatic adjustments to the dollar
tional cases were filed under Chapter 7, and 28% under amounts stated in various provisions of the Bankruptcy
Chapter 13 with 1% under Chapter 11 and a negligible Code and in Title 28 became effective and apply to
amount under Chapter 12. Locally, 80% were Chapter cases filed after that date. Congress provided for the
Totalunder
Bankruptcy
Filings13 and 1% under
7 filings, with 19%
Chapter
automatic adjustment of these dollar amounts at three2000-2009
Chapter 11. There were 8 Chapter 12s filed locally year intervals. The provisions are found in 11 U.S.C.
during the year. For the month of April, there were § 104(a). Matters affected include filing eligibility
762 filings with 83% Chapter 7 filings, 16% Chapter under Chapters 12 and 13, maximum values of certain
13 filings, and 1% Chapter 11s. The Eastern District’s exempt property, the means test calculation, the dura10-year filing history is shown below.
tion of a Chapter 13 plan, and the definition of a small
14000
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business debtor. Several national forms will also be
affected, including the Voluntary Petition and Proof of
Claim form. Revised national forms can be found on
the court’s Web site under the Forms and Rules link.

Continued on Page 6
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From the Clerk cont’d

Courtroom Audio Improvements
Each of the two bankruptcy courtrooms in Spokane have
recently had sound system and recording enhancements.
The upgrades provide much-improved recording quality
for open court hearings, telephone court hearings, or
a combination of the two. The Yakima courtroom had
an extensive wiring upgrade a few years ago which
provided a major improvement in sound recording.
Chapter 13 Debtor’s Certifications
Regarding Domestic Support Obligations
and Section 522(q)
In Chapter 13 cases, debtors must certify that domestic
support obligations have been paid, or are not owed,
and that § 522(q)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code is not applicable, before a Chapter 13 discharge can be entered.
National Form B283, Chapter 13 Debtor’s Certifications Regarding Domestic Support Obligations and
Section 522(q), provides the certification for these two
requirements found in § 1328 of the Bankruptcy Code.
The certifications must be made after the debtor has
completed the plan payments, and in a joint case, must
be filed by each debtor. Chapter 13 debtors are encouraged to use the national form, which can be found on
the court’s Web site under Forms and Rules, and then
National Forms. The local form that was previously
posted on the Court’s Web site does not contain the
522(q) certification.

Recommendations for PDF
Creation of Documents
From the Bankruptcy Court Administration Division
of the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts come the
following recommendations for quality transmission
of PDF documents.
• Fully embed all fonts to ensure correct printing of
all information. This prevents font substitution
which results in differences in font display from
one computer to another.
• Be sure all documents are letter size (8.5” x 11”).
Large size pages will be scaled by the Bankruptcy
Noticing Center to fit a letter size page, but the
printing will be smaller.
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• Limit the size of the PDF by scanning at 300 dpi.
• Do not use colored paper.
• When scanning, use bi-tonal or black and white options vs. gray scale.
• Make sure the scanner lid is closed.
Additional guidance from the clerk’s office regarding saving a fillable form is to print to PDF by using
the PDF printer selection, clicking OK and typing a
file name. Using the File, Save As option can result in
noticing failure at the Bankruptcy Noticing Center. Any
questions regarding the PDF process can be directed
to Denise Schuster, Data Quality Analyst at the court.
Electronic Filing User Training
In addition to the self-paced on-line electronic filing
training modules located on the court’s Web site, inperson training in a computer lab is offered for new
users or those who would like to learn about some of
the newer features of the CM/ECF program. There is
no cost associated with the class, and two CLE credits are available for qualified applicants. Contact the
clerk’s office to set up training in Spokane or Yakima.
CM/ECF Tips
Notice of Payment Change – Pursuant to LBR 3002-1,
a Notice of Payment Change is filed as a supplement
to the holder’s proof of claim. To do so, filers may use
the “amends” option in CM/ECF when filing a Notice
of Payment Change.
Noticing Report
A new item has been added to the CM/ECF menus
that will assist users in determining which parties will
receive electronic notification in a case. The report is
found under the Utilities menu. elect Mailings and then
Mailing Info for a Case. The report provides a list of
parties to be notified electronically, followed by those
to receive manual notice. The manual notice list can
be copied into a word processing program to create
mailing labels. There are also links to the creditor list
and the mailing matrix.

Case Notes

From Judge Patricia C. Williams
Keith T. and Carolyn J. Hageney,
No. 08-04506-PCW7

Issue: Through a motion for summary judgment,
the U.S. Trustee sought a ruling as a matter of
law that the payments received by the debtor
from American National Insurance Company
were properly included as part of the debtor’s
current monthly income. These payments represented unearned commission advances. The
ultimate issue was whether unearned commission advances constitute current monthly income
which must be reported on the debtor’s Form
B22A pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 101(10A).
Debtor is an experienced salesman of insurance
policies who became an agent with American National
Insurance Company (hereinafter “the Company”) in
June, 2008, approximately four months prior to commencing a Chapter 7. As compensation for his services
in selling insurance policies issued by the Company,
the debtor receives commissions. He elected to enter
into an agreement entitled “Application for Advances
Against Deferred First Year Commissions” (hereinafter
“the Agreement”).” The Company agreed to pay debtor
a specific, but declining, sum each month for several
months, which sum represented unearned commissions
which the debtor and the Company expected the debtor
to fully earn in the new relationship. The purpose of the
Agreement is to provide some cash to the salesperson
until a flow of commissions is established.
During the four months prior to the Chapter 7, the
debtor received $8,000 per month under the Agreement. The issue is whether those payments constitute
income for purposes of 11 U.S.C. § 101(10A), i.e.,
the “means test.” Must those payments be included
as “current monthly income” on the form B22A. The
means test includes “income from all sources.” “All”
is the most inclusive adjective, and the statute must be
interpreted as an expansive manner when considering
whether certain payments constitute income.
The only Ninth Circuit case to address the issue of
income under 11 U.S.C. § 101(10A) is Blausey v. U.S.
Trustee, 552 F.3d 1124, 1127 (9th Cir. 2009), which
concluded that private disability payments are income
to be included on the form B22A. As in Blausey, the
statutory language must be applied in the context of the

contractual agreements and relationship between the
debtor and the Company. In this situation, the debtor
provides personal services for the benefit of the Company and receives compensation for those services in
the form of commissions. The relationship between
debtor and the Company per the Agreement is one of
employer and independent contractor. The Company
issued an IRS form 1099 for the debtor evidencing the
advance commission payments. The debtor uses his
efforts to sell insurance products of the Company and,
in exchange for those services, the Company pays him,
not for the hours of services provided but a percentage
of the premium income generated by his services. The
essence of the relationship is not that of a creditor/
debtor but an exchange of money for personal services.
Although not directly on point as it considered New
Jersey statutes relating to the payment of commissions
to salespersons, a similar arrangement of compensation was at issue in In re Dowell, 1998 WL 542320
(1998). That decision concluded that commissions
paid pursuant to a similar agreement was income, not
loans, even though the insurance Company debited
unearned commissions from the monthly payments
for earned commissions.
This situation is a bit more complex as it involves
advance payment of commissions, i.e., totally unearned
commissions. The advance against first year commissions, however, is basically an accounting system which
is part of the underlying agreement to pay the debtor
for services rendered. That accounting system does
not change the essence of the Agreement between the
Company and the debtor which is to compensate the
debtor for personal services.
The debtor received the $8,000 per month as compensation for personal services which were being, or were
to be, rendered. The accounting system by which the
debtor received some compensation prior to rendering
the services, did not render the compensation a loan.
It was income under 11 U.S.C. § 101(10A).
The Leasing Company, Inc.
v. Robert M. Hebb, No. 08-80119

Issue: Plaintiff moved for leave to file an amended
complaint pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2) and
(d) in order to supplement the original allegations
and include allegations of fact and causes of action
discovered after the original complaint was filed.
Continued on Page 8
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Chapter 13 Trustee’s Report
By Mike Todd, Attorney for the Chapter 13 Trustee

As many of you know, our good friend and colleague Joe Harkrader retired from the Office Of
The Chapter 13 Trustee at the end of 2009. While
we all miss Joe, we wish him the very best in his
retirement. We are pleased to announce that Patricia
Brown has joined the office as our new Staff Attorney. Patty is currently representing the Trustee
in cases filed in the Spokane and Tri-Cities areas.
For the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009,
the Office Of The Chapter 13 Trustee disbursed
approximately $23.3 million dollars. This included approximately $14.2 million to secured
creditors, $1.3 million to priority creditors, approximately $5.9 million to general unsecured

Case Notes cont’d

The question is whether the plaintiff should be allowed to amend the complaint after the defendant has
answered. The original complaint alleged two causes of
action, non-dischargeability under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)
(2)(A) and (B). The scheduling order allowed until
March 16, 2009 to amend pleadings and the Motion
to Amend the Complaint was filed timely.
BR 7015 which incorporates FRCP 15 is the controlling rule. FRCP 15 is to be applied with “extreme
liberality” in favor of the amending party and favors a
determination on the merits of the entire controversy
rather than enforcement of technical rules of pleading.
Justification for the refusal to allow an amendment
may exist in situations involving bad faith, undue delay,
prejudice to the non-moving party or if allowing the
amendment would be futile. In this situation, it is the
futility of the amendment which is at issue as defendant
argues that the amendment would not relate back.
FRCP 15(c) discusses relation back of additional
causes of action in the proposed amended complaint.
If the amendment asserts a cause of action that arose
out of the conduct, transaction or occurrence of the relationship identified in the original complaint, it relates
back. The standards of the rule have been discussed
in the following cited cases: F.D.I.C. v. Jackson, 133
F.3d 694 (9th Cir. 1998); In re Mango, 216 B.R. 34
(9th Cir. BAP 1997); In re Gunn, 111 B.R. 291 (9th Cir.
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creditors, and approximately $1.8 million to
debtors’ attorneys. For fiscal year 2010, to date
the Chapter 13 Trustee has disbursed approximately $14.5 million dollars. This includes $8.9
million to secured creditors, approximately
$630,000.00 to priority creditors, approximately
$3.7 million to general unsecured creditors, and
approximately $1.2 million to debtors’ attorneys.
These figures represent an overall increase of
approximately 7.3% over the same time period
in 2009. The office currently has approximately
3,589 active cases. As of April 20th there are approximately 355 unconfirmed Chapter 13 cases,
of these only 7 were more than 90 days past their
first meeting of creditors.

BAP 1990); and In re Englander, 92 B.R. 425 (9th Cir.
BAP 1988). Case law emphasis that the application of
relation back principles is not on the additional causes
of action in the proposed amendment but whether the
proposed amendment arose out of the same conduct or
occurrence or transaction as described in the original
complaint.
In this adversary, the plaintiff’s original complaint
and causes of action did emphasize the debtor’s alleged
wrongful conduct in inducing the plaintiff to extend the
credit. However, the original complaint goes beyond
that conduct in paragraph 15 by referring to the continuing relationship between the debtor and the plaintiff,
whereby the debtor was authorized to take possession
of and resell the leased equipment. That paragraph also
states that the debtor represented that he was unable
to resell the equipment and that “some of the equipment appears to be missing.” The original complaint
refers to the entire relationship and course of conduct
between the parties from the indictment to enter into
the financing arrangement through the termination of
the state court proceeding and the commencement of
the underlying chapter 7.
As the relationship between the plaintiff and defendant in the proposed Amended Complaint is the same
relationship as described in the original complaint, the
amendment was allowed.

Editor’s Corner

By Gary T. Farrell
Okay, okay, we’re late
Our last edition was August of 2009. We fully intended
to get another issue out in January of this year. We did
not. But I got excuses. Not the “dogs chewed up the first
draft” kind of excuses. Great excuses! But my excuses
have in the past been summarily tossed aside, (ask two
of the sitting bankruptcy Judges) induced hysterical
laughter (again the Judges), resulted in sullen silence
(see my wife). Here’s your chance to do the same.
In June, Jeanette and I decided to build our retirement home. Now that we were empty nesters, our
house was immense, filled with way too much “stuff”.
Concerned that if we did not downsize now, we were
sure that we were sentencing our children to days and
weeks of painful and divisive sorting, dividing, deciding and arguing. Armed with platinum plated best of
intentions, in June of last year we purchased a lot and
hired a builder. Our new uncluttered home was to be
exactly half the size of our cluttered castle.
Our daughter was getting married on December
17th. So we insisted that the house be done in plenty
of time so as to not interfere with the wedding plans.
Work progressed, but not as quickly as we expected.
The bottom line: we could not move into our new
home until December 11th, six days before the wedding. We moved in, and our wedding visitors moved
in as well. With a house full of visitors, we discovered
the movers trashed our clothes dryer. We purchased a
new dryer. Then the washing machine started to fail.
So we purchased a new washing machine. Things were
finally looking up.
We should have known better. Three days before the
wedding, our toilets began to overflow; our bath tubs
filled with raw sewage. We figured that could not be
good. The plumbers, after the usual accusatory grilling
about what we have been flushing down the toilets,
made no headway in clearing the obstruction. After 7
hours, the plumbers decided that their only recourse
was to drill through the concrete slab upon which our
home sat. Nothing is more depressing than to sit on
your new sofa and hear the pneumatic drill slice a hole
in the floor of your new home, and then slice through
the sewer pipe. The plumbers found that someone

missed badly when pouring the concrete slab and put
some down the sewer pipe. They removed a chunk of
concrete 8 inches long.
As if this was not enough, in the midst of all this
uproar, Qwest showed up to transfer our phone service.
After 15 minutes, the technician told me that someone
had accidently cut the line between the outlet and the
home. He told me that if we want telephone service
from Qwest, it would cost $250 to run a wire from the
box to the home over the frozen ground. I gauged the
distance to be about 11 feet. I said: “You are telling me
that I have to pay you $250 cash before you will run
an 11 foot wire to keep us as a customer and collect
$50 to $70 relatively unearned dollars every month
until we die”. He said: “That’s about it”. We switched
our phone service to Comcast, but not until we went 2
more weeks without traditional phone service.
That’s my story, and I am sticking to it. Some of
you cynics might note that the worst of all of our
moving drama was over by Christmas, which would
leave plenty of time to put out an issue. For all of you
distressingly accurate critics, I say: “Post-Traumatic
Stress Syndrome”.
For all of you who might have forgotten, moving at
its best is horrible. At its worst, moving is living hell.
So all of you sitting in a home twice as big as what
you need, crammed with “stuff” that you haven’t used
in years but don’t want your kids to have to deal with
when you die, remember, you gave them life, and they
owe you. Let them worry about it. Tell them you seeded
the “stuff” with $100 bills to keep it interesting.
Just Wondering
First Wonder: NOTES. Our local newspapers are
shrinking, filled with generic articles that could have
been written the week before. The local editions make
the U.S.A. Today-look like the meaty New York Times
or Wall Street Journal. U.S. News and World Report,
Time and Newsweek have stopped reporting news and
instead are offering editorials and opinion pieces. The
Washington Post is attempting to sell Newsweek, and
the present editor fears for its survival. Notes obviously
has nothing in common with the previously mentioned
magazines, except we too seem to be suffering a similar
malaise. Notes provided a crucial link to the Bankruptcy
Bar years ago. It was the only source of recent court
rulings that a practicing attorney was anxious to read.
Continued on Page 10
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Hanel Scholarships
Awarded for 2010-11

The recipients of the L. Warden Hanel Scholarships for the school year 2010 through 2011
have been chosen. Aaron Gwilliam is finishing
his second year at Gonzaga Law School. He
will be interning for the Spokane chambers.
Aaron completed his undergraduate studies at
the University of Utah.
Holley V. Cassell is also finishing her second year at Gonzaga Law School. She will be
interning for the Yakima Chambers. Holley
completed her undergraduate studies at Portland
State University. Aaron and Holley will each
be receiving a $1,000 award.
Though not an L. Warden Hanel recipient,
Owen Mooney will be a summer intern for
Yakima Chambers. He is a graduate of Gonzaga
University, and is completing his first year at
Gonzaga Law School.
Congratulations all!

Editor’s Corner cont’d

Notes also served as the semi-official publication for
the court, providing the place for publication of Local
Rules proposals, Clerks notes, etc. Now we have the
court website that provides the majority of those same
functions. Another fact of life is that our Bankruptcy
Bar is shrinking. The bankruptcy bar is seemingly aging, with fewer young attorneys entering the field of
bankruptcy. Efforts to have attorneys contribute articles
and perspectives to Notes are increasingly unsuccessful,
which makes Notes less valuable. Notes as a means of
education and sharing ideas is in question. So just wondering, is it time to cease publishing a formal magazine
for our bar association? Would love to hear your ideas.
You can email me at GaryTFarrell@comcast.net.
Second Wonder: Our new home is in Airway Heights,
Wash., next to Fairchild Air Force Base. Sitting outside gives us an opportunity to view the flight path for
aircraft taking off and landing from the base. I have
been noticing many black helicopters taking off and
landing. Should I be telling someone?
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Bankruptcy Bar Assn.
Financial Report
Summary of Checking Account Transactions
1/1/10 - 5/18/10
INCOME
Lawyer Dues
Clerical Dues
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSES
Board Election
Board Solicitation
Extern Scholarships
Member Solicitation
Misc. Expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES

TOTAL INCOME/EXPENSE
===========

Checking Account Balance:
May 18, 2010:
Checking Account Bank Balance:
April 30, 2010:
Savings Account Bank Balance:
April 30, 2010:

6,020.00
600.00
----------6,620.00

46.41
32.12
1,000.00
94.10
22.00
----------1,194.63
----------5,425.37

$11,991.28
$12,031.28
$12,715.51

2009 Lawyer Members Dec. 31, 2009:
2009 Support Membera Dec. 31, 2009:
2009 Total Members Dec. 31, 2009:

206
22
228

2010 Lawyer Members May 17, 2010:
2010 Support Members May 17, 2010:
2010 Total Members May 17, 2010:

171
24
195

A Good Idea Gone Bad: Unnecessary
Extension of Third Party Releases in Ingersoll
By Shay L. Wells1

I. Introduction

II. Background5

Simply stated, Congress created Chapter 11 to
“preserv[e] going concerns and jobs through negotiated
reorganizations.” 6 Further, “the goal of Chapter 11 is
for the debtor to successfully reorganize its affairs so it
may repay debt, retain assets, and remain in business.”7
To accomplish these purposes the bankruptcy courts
are armed with “broad equitable powers to balance the
interests of the affected parties, guided by the overriding
goal of ensuring the success of the reorganization.”8
The primary source of these powers are Bankruptcy
Code (“Code”) §§ 105(a) and 1123(b)(6).9 Section
105(a) states: “The court may issue any order, process,
or judgment that is necessary or appropriate to carry
out the provisions of this title.”10 Extending this power
in the Chapter 11 context, § 1123(b)(6) permits a plan
of reorganization to “include any other appropriate
provision not inconsistent with the applicable provisions of this title.”11 These sections are important in
the debate over involuntary third-party releases; with
the pro-release circuits arguing that these sections
provide sufficient power to bankruptcy courts and the
anti-release circuits arguing that they do not.12

This article discusses the issues surrounding involuntary releases of claims by creditors against third parties
in Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganizations. There is a
split of authority in the United States Circuit Courts of
Appeal as to whether such releases are consistent with
the applicable provisions of the Bankruptcy Code.2 In
March of 2008, the Seventh Circuit decided Airadigm
Communications, Inc. v. F.C.C. (In re Airadigm communications, Inc.) aligning itself with those circuits in
favor of allowing involuntary third-party releases.3 In
2009, the Seventh Circuit decided In re Ingersoll, Inc.,
finding that in appropriate circumstances, a release can
cover claims of entities who are not even creditors of
the debtor.4 This article argues that involuntary third
party releases are appropriate when specifically circumscribed requirements are met. However, because
those requirements were not satisfied in the Ingersoll
decision, the Seventh Circuit overextended the involuntary third party release doctrine. At a time when the
pro-release circuits were beginning to gain head-way in
the third party release argument, the Seventh Circuit’s
Continued on Page 12
decision threatens to lend credence to many of the fears 5 Jonathan C. Lipson, The Shadow Bankruptcy System, 89
expressed by the ant-release circuits.
B.U. L.Rev. 1609, 1611 (2009).

1 J.D. Candidate May 2010, Gonzaga University School of
Law. Judge L. Warden Hanel Memorial Scholarship Recipient
and judicial Extern for the Honorable John A. Rossmeissl, U.S.
Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of Washington.
2 See, e.g., Airadigm Communications, Inc. v. F.C.C. (In
re Airadigm Communications, Inc), 519 F.3d 640 (7th Cir.
2008) (holding that it is within the bankruptcy court’s power
to grant non-consensual third party releases where the release
is necessary for the reorganization and appropriately tailored);
Resorts Int’l, Inc. v. Lowenschuss (In re Lowenschuss), 67 F.3d
1394 (9th Cir. 1995) (holding that 11 U.S.C. § 524(e) prohibits
third party releases ).
3 519 F.3d 640 (7th Cir. 2008).
4 562 F.3d 856 (7th Cir. 2009).

Deadline for Next Issue:
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6 David L. Buchbinder, Fundamentals of Bankruptcy: A
Lawyer’s Guide, 432 (1991).
7 Pioneer Inv. Serv. Co. v. Brunswick Assoc. Ltd. P’ship,
507 U.S. 380, 389 (1993).
8 Joshua M. Silverstein, Hiding in Plain View: A Neglected
Supreme Court Decision Resolves the Debate Over NonDebtor Releases in Chapter 11 Reorganizations, 23 Emory
Bankr. Dev. J. 13, 16 (2006).
9 11 U.S.C. § 105(a) (2008).
10 11 U.S.C. § 1123(b)(6) (2008).
11 See e.g., Airadigm Communications, Inc. v. F.C.C. (In
re Airadigm Communications, Inc), 519 F.3d 640 (7th Cir.
2008) (holding that it is within the bankruptcy court’s power
to grant non-consensual third party releases where the release
is necessary for the reorganization and appropriately tailored);
Am. Hardwoods, Inc. v. Deutsche Credit Corp. (In re Am.
Hardwoods, Inc.), 885 F.2d 621, 626 (9th Cir. 1989) (finding
that § 105 does not grant authority inconsistent with more
specific law and that § 524 specifically limited the grant of
authority in § 105).
12 Elizabeth Warren, Business Bankruptcy, 138 (1993).

Continued on Page 12
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While the debts of corporations and partnerships that
go through a Chapter 7 liquidation are not discharged,
those businesses that are able to successfully confirm
a reorganization plan receive a discharge of all debt
that arose before the confirmation.13 Thus, “[t]he debtor
emerges from bankruptcy with only the obligations
set forth in its plan.”14 Section 524 clarifies that this
discharge applies to the debtor alone – the liabilities
of guarantors, joint tort-feasors, parent companies,
shareholders, officers, and directors are not affected.15
Therefore, once the plan is consummated, creditors are
generally free to collect any deficiencies in bankruptcy
payments from these co-liable parties.16
The vast majority of the disagreement between the
circuits on the issue of involuntary third party releases
stems from the three aforementioned code sections:
§§ 105(a), 1123(b)(6), and 524(e). Central to the disagreement is whether the language of § 524(e), which
provides that “discharge of a debt of the debtor does
not affect the liability of any other entity on, or the
property of any other entity for, such debt,” absolves
bankruptcy courts of any authority to grant involuntary
releases.17 An overview of circuit decisions addressing
the issue is helpful to understanding the general issues
the circuits face when deciding these cases.
A. The Ninth Circuit and
the Anti-Release Position 18
The Ninth Circuit is the circuit most clearly aligned
with the anti-release viewpoint; its position was first
expressed in Underhill v. Royal.19 In Underhill, Royal
started a mortgage brokerage business that forced to
file for bankruptcy due to many of the mortgagors’ inability to make their payments.20 As part of its plan of
reorganization, Royal was personally released from any
13 Silverstein, supra note 7, at 16.
14 See 11 U.S.C. § 524(a), (e) (2008).
15 Silverstein, supra note 7, at 16 (citing In re Transit Group,
Inc., 286 B.R. 811, 815 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 2002)).
16 11 U.S.C. § 524(e) (2008).
17 769 F.2d 1426 (9th Cir. 1985).
18 Id. at 1429.
19 Id.
20 Id. at 1429-1430. It should be noted that a plan of
reorganization can be forced upon dissenting creditors of a
particular class regardless of their objection. Because of the
assent of a majority of the creditors in their particular class, the
Underhills could only object on grounds that the release itself
was inappropriate regardless of creditor consent. See generally,
Richard B. Levin, Fundamentals of Bankruptcy Law 6th Ed.,
471 (2006).
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personally liability for alleged securities violations.21
Although a majority of the unsecured creditors approved
of the plan, the Underhills objected specifically to the
provision releasing Royal.22
The district court held that the release was ineffective
to prevent the Underhills from pursuing a cause of action
against Royal and Royal appealed to the Ninth circuit.23
Royal’s principle argument before the Ninth Circuit
was that the release was valid because it was approved
by those who voted in favor of the plan.24 The court
disagreed, holding that § 524(e) was a restatement of
previous editions of the Bankruptcy code which clearly
stated that officers and directors of a corporation shall
not be released from liability.25 Finally, on the issue
of consent by a majority of the creditors who voted in
favor of the plan the court found that a bankruptcy court
does not have the “power to discharge the liabilities of
a nondebtor pursuant to the consent of the creditors as
part of a reorganization plan.”26
This position has since been clarified by the Ninth
Circuit. In In re American Hardwoods, Inc. the debtor
requested that the bankruptcy court issue an injunction
that would permanently bar Deutsche Credit Corporation, one of the debtor’s creditors, from enforcing a
state court judgment against the debtor’s shareholders
were guarantors of its debt to Deutsche. 27 The shareholders argued that the plan of reorganization would
fail if Deutsche were allowed to pursue its judgment
because this would eliminate the shareholders’ incentive to continue operating the debtor.28
The Ninth Circuit disagreed, holding that although §
105(a) is a provision that provides bankruptcy courts
“with general equitable powers,” it does not allow
bankruptcy courts to provide relief “inconsistent with
more specific law.”29 The court found that § 524(e)
was more specific law directly on point, which limited
bankruptcy courts’ powers under § 105.30
Continued on Page 13

21 Id. at 1431-1432.
22 769 F.2d 1426, 1432 (9th Cir. 1985).
23 Id. at 1431.
24 Id. at 1432.
25 Am. Hardwoods, Inc. v. Deutsche Credit corp. (In re Am.
Hardwoods, Inc.), 885 F.2d 621 (9th Cir. 1989).
26 Id. at 622.
27 Id. at 625.
28 Id. at 626.
29 837 F.2d 89 (2d Cir. 1988).
30 Id. at 90.
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B. The Pro-Release Position 31

1. The Second Circuit 32
The initial decision recognizing the power of bankruptcy
courts to grant third party releases was MacArthur v.
Johns-Manville Corp.33 Facing potential liability estimated at more than two billion dollars for products
liability suits brought by an estimated 10,000 people
related to Manville’s asbestos distribution, JohnsManville Corporation filed a petition for Chapter 11
reorganization in August of 1982.34 At the time, Manville
was involved in ongoing litigation with its insurance
providers.35 Between 1984 and 1986, Manville settled
with its insurance carriers for approximately $770 million.36 As part of the settlement, the insurers requested
that they be relieved of all obligations related to the
insurance policies.37 MacArthur was a distributor of
Manville’s products and claimed that it was entitled
to protection by Johns-Manville’s insurance providers
and therefore, objected to the release.38
The Second Circuit held that the bankruptcy court
had the power under § 105(a) to grant an injunction
that would channel claims against third parties to the
bankruptcy estate.39 The court emphasized that because
the settlement was “necessary to a workable reorganization, it falls well within the bankruptcy court’s
equitable powers.”40
As recently as 2005, the Second Circuit clarified its
stance on third party releases.41 In Metromedia the Second Circuit held that third party releases are allowed if
important to the reorganization, but also noted that such
releases should only be used in rare circumstances.42

31 Id.
32 Id.
33 Id.
34 837 F.2d 89, -91 (2d Cir. 1988).
35 Id. at 93.
36 Id. at 94.
37 See Deutsche Bank AG v. Metromedia Fiber Network, Inc.
(In re Metromedia Fiber Network, Inc.), 416 F.3d 136 (2d Cir.
2005).
38 Id. at 142-43.
39 Menard-Sanford v. Mabey (In re A.H. Robins Co.), 880
F.2d 694 (4th Cir. 1989).
40 Silverstein, supra note 7, at 56.
41 880 F.2d 694, 700-01 (4th Cir. 1989).
42 Id.

2. The Fourth Circuit 43
The Johns-Manville holding was extended in the
Fourth Circuit’s decision in In re A.H. Robins Co.,44
“the seminal pro-release decision.”45 A.H. Robins was
forced to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganization
because it faced product liability claims brought by
over 195,000 women stemming from their use of the
Dalkon Shield, a contraceptive device.46 A.H. Robins
plan of reorganization contained a release permanently
enjoining the Dalkon Shield claimants from suing any
party for their injuries.47 The release most significantly
benefited the A.H. Robins shareholders and officers
and its insurance provider, Aetna.48 The district court
estimated that the 2.475 billion would be necessary “to
pay in full all Dalkon Shield personal injury claims . .
. .”49 Although the vast majority of the Dalkon Shield
claimants voted in favor of the plan, those who did not
appealed the decision to the Fourth Circuit, “challenging the propriety of the non-debtor release.”50
The Fourth Circuit held that it was within the power
of the bankruptcy court to issue the third party release
as provided by § 105(a).51 The court found that the
release was essential to the plan of reorganization because the debtor could not effectively reorganize if it
was later subjected to indemnification or contribution
claims brought by these third parties.52 Furthermore, the

Continued on Page 14
43 Id.
44 A.H. Robins Co., 88 B.R. 742, 750-51 (E.D. Va. 1988).
45 Silverstein, supra note 7, at 58 (citing Menard-Sanford
v. Mabey (In re A.H. Robins Co.), 880 F.2d 694, 696 (4th Cir.
1989).
46 Menard-Sanford v. Mabey (In re A.H. Robins Co.), 880
F.2d 694, 701 (4th Cir. 1989).
47 Id. at 702.
48 Id. at 700.
49 Id. at 701.
50 The reason for this is simple. If the creditor’s claim
against the third party is released and then channeled into the
bankruptcy estate it will be satisfied by the debtor making its
required plan payments. If the debtor does not complete the
plan and the creditor receives at least what it would have in
a liquidation (what it would have received if the debtor had
instead filed a Chapter 7 bankruptcy petition) the creditor will
not only fail to receive its entire judgment, but will also have
no means to collect the remainder. See Richard B. Levin,
Fundamentals of Bankruptcy Law 6th Ed., 521 (2006).
51 Menard-Sanford v. Mabey (In re A.H. Robins Co.), 880
F.2d 694, 702 (4th Cir. 1989) (quoting Republic Supply Co. v.
Shoaf, 815 F.2d 1046, 1050 (5th Cir. 1987).
52 See Class Five Nev. Claimants v. Dow Corning Corp.
(In re Dow Corning Corp.), 280 F.3d 648, 657 (6th Cir. 2002)
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court held that the plan provided a sufficient estimation
of expected liability for claimants to be paid in full.53
The Fourth Circuit made another finding concerning
the appropriateness of third party releases, specifically,
that “creditor[s] ha[ve] no right to choose which of two
funds will pay [their] claim[s].”54 Following this reasoning, as long as a plan of reorganization provides a means
for creditors to be paid on their claims, it makes little
difference whether they are paid from the bankruptcy
estate or from the third party being granted the release.
However, as discussed below, forcing the creditor to
seek payment from the bankruptcy estate puts the risk
that the debtor will fail to fulfill its obligations under
the plan and make its payments on the creditor, rather
than the third party.55
In addressing § 524(e), the Fourth Circuit found that
the sections “does not by its specific words preclude
the discharge of a guaranty when it has been accepted
and confirmed as an igral part of reorganization.”56
Where other pro-release circuits have held that § 524(e)
does not have any effect on a court’s authority to release third parties from liability,57 the Fourth Circuit’s
position is that “§ 524(e) generally bars non-debtor
releases, but . . . this prohibition may be overcome in
rare circumstances, such as those present in the A.H.
Robins reorganization.”58
(“[Section 524(e)] explains the effect of a debtor’s discharge. It
does not prohibit the release of a non-debtor.”)
53 Silverstein, supra note 7, at 63 (citing Menard-Sanford
v. Mabey (In re A.H. Robins Co.), 880 F.2d 694, 702 (4th Cir.
1989).
54 280 F.3d 648, 658 (6th Cir. 2002). The Sixth Circuit
included a seventh factor that really is not a factor at all: “The
bankruptcy court made a record of specific factual findings
that support its conclusions.” Id. Because this is really just
a requirement for the bankruptcy courts to follow and not a
factor for consideration it is not included here.
55 Compare Union Carbide Corp. v. Newboles, 686 F.2d 593
(7th Cir. 1982) (holding a bankruptcy court lacks the power
to discharge the liabilities of a guarantor of the debtor); with
In re Ingersoll, Inc., 562 F.3d 856 (7th Cir. 2009) (holding
that a bankruptcy court has the power to authorize involuntary
third party releases of claims held by parties who are not even
creditors of the debtor).
56 686 F.2d 593, 595 (7th Cir. 1982).
57 Id. (quoting Bankruptcy Act of 1898 § 16).
58 11 U.S.C. § 524(e) (2008) (emphasis added).
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3. The Sixth Circuit 59
In 2002, the Sixth circuit put forth the first truly workable test for determining when third party releases are
appropriate. In Class Five Nevada Claimants v. Dow
Corning Corporation (In re Dow Corning Corporation), the Sixth Circuit noted six factors for courts to
consider: (1) “an identity of interest between the debtor
and the third party,” this will usually be found in an
indemnity relationship – in this type of relationship
actions brought against the third party can be send to
be against the debtor or of such a nature that it will deplete estate assets; (2) the third party’s must contribute
“substantial assets to the reorganization;” (3) the third
party release must be essential to the reorganization
– the reorganization will not succeed if the debtor is
subjected to suits brought by the released parties; (4)
the impacted class or classes have “overwhelmingly”
voted in favor of accepting the plan; (5) all or substantially all of the claims affected by the release will
be paid through the plan; and (6) the plan provides a
mechanism by which those creditors who choose not
to settle can recover in full.60 This test will be very
important when the Seventh Circuit’s decision in In
re Ingersoll, Inc. is discussed below.
4. The Seventh Circuit 61
The evolution of the Seventh Circuit’s opinion with regard to third party releases is quite dramatic. Originally
amongst the group of circuits which flatly stated that
bankruptcy courts did not have the power to authorize
third party releases, it is now amongst the most liberal
in granting involuntary third party releases.62
In Union Carbide Corp. v. Newboles, the Seventh
Circuit – relying on § 16 of the old Bankruptcy Act of
1898 – held that “the bankruptcy court has no power
to discharge the liabilities of a bankrupt’s guarantor”
moreover, “a creditor’s approval of the bankruptcy plan
does not discharge the bankrupt’s guarantors either.”63
Section 16 of the Bankruptcy Act of 1898 provides that
Continued on Page 15
59 Bankruptcy Act of 1898 § 16 (emphasis added).
60 Union Carbide, 686 F.2d 593, 595 (7th Cir. 1982). It is
worth noting that this viewpoint, that not only does § 524(e)
limit a court’s authority to approve of third party releases but
also that such releases are not rectified by creditor consent,
matches early Seventh Circuit case law with that of the Ninth
Circuit. See Section II.1 supra.
61 3 F.3d 1043 (7th Cir. 1993).
62 Id. at 1044.
63 Id.
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“[t]he liability of a person who is a co-debtor with, or
guarantor or in any manner a surety for, a bankrupt shall
not be altered by the discharge of such bankruptcy.”64
The importance of this early language of the 1898
Bankruptcy Act is that in the1979 rewrite of the Act, §
16 was replaced by § 524(e). Thus, the Seventh Circuit’s
reasoning in Union Carbide can be summarily stated as
follows: although the current section of the Bankruptcy
Act, § 524(e), does not include language that prevents a
court from authorizing third party releases (“discharge
of a debt of the debtor does not affect the liability of
any other entity”)65, because the original act did include
such limiting language (“[t]he liability of a . . . a codebtor . . . or guarantor . . . shall not be altered by the
discharge of such bankruptcy”)66, the new language of
the act should be read as intending what the original act
stated. Furthermore, the court stated that consent by a
majority of the voting creditors cannot authorize such
a discharge because a “bankruptcy discharge arises by
operation of federal bankruptcy law, not by contractual
consent of the creditors.”67
The Seventh Circuit reexamined the issue of third
party releases some ten years later in In re Specialty
Equipment Companies.68 Specialty Equipment filed for
chapter 11 bankruptcy owing more than $250 million
in secured debt to General Electric Capital Corporation
(“GECC”).69 Several Specialty Equipment shareholders
had an ongoing securities fraud class action suit pending against GECC.70 The reorganization plan provided
that all creditors and shareholders voting on the plan
were “deemed to give Releases to number of third parties” – GECC was included in this group.71 Two of the
shareholders objected to the release portion of the plan
and the matter eventually reached the Seventh Circuit.72
64 Id. at 1045.
65 Id.
66 3 F.3d 1043, 1047 (7th Cir. 1993).
67 Thomas E. Patterson and Brendt C. Butler, Do Bankruptcy
Courts Have the Power to Issue Releases and Permanent
Injunctions with Respect to Non-Debtor Parties in Chapter 11?
Depends on Which Court You Ask, SM014 ALI-ABA 415, 429
(2007).
68 519 F.3d 640 (7th Cir. 2008).
69 Id. at 644. For purposes of this article, the facts
surrounding the re-filing of the bankruptcy petition are not
important.
70 Id. at 647.
71 Id.
72 Id. at 656.

In its decision on the matter, the Seventh Circuit recognized for the first time that § 524(e) “does not by its
specific words preclude all releases that are accepted
and confirmed as an integral part of a reorganization.”73
Furthermore, specifically overruling a portion of its
opinion in Union Carbide, “[t]he court concluded that
a consensual release is permissible because it binds
only those creditors voting in favor of the reorganization plan, while creditors voting to reject the plan or
creditors not voting might preserve the right to pursue
future claims.74
Airadigm Communications, Inc. v. F.C.C. (In re Airadigm Communications, Inc.) presented the Seventh
Circuit with an issue of first impression: whether a
Chapter 11 plan of reorganization can provide for
the releases of third parties without the consent of
creditors.75 Airadigm Communications was a cellularservice provider who filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection in 1999 with a subsequent re-filing in 2006.76
The plan provided that in exchange for financing the
reorganization, a third party, Telephone and Data Systems (“TDS”), would receive a release from liability
for “any act or omission arising out of or in connection
with the . . . confirmation of [the] plan . . . except for
willful misconduct.”77 The bankruptcy court held that
the release was “reasonable given both TDS’s centrality to the reorganization and the potential for liability
should TDS engage in willful misconduct.”78
Upon review, the Seventh Circuit reiterated its
stance taken in Specialty Equipment that § 524(e)
does not contain any language limiting a bankruptcy
court’s power to issue third party releases.79 Having
concluded that third party releases are not otherwise
limited by the Bankruptcy Code, the court considered
under what circumstances such releases are appropriate. The court noted that whether a release should be
allowed “is fact intensive and depends on the nature of
the reorganization.”80 The primary factors the Seventh
circuit found of import ewre whether the release “was
necessary for the reorganization and appropriately
Continued on Page 16

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

519 F.3d at 657.
Id.
Id.
562 F.3d 856 (7th Cir. 2009).
Id. at 865.
Id. at 858.
Id.
Id.
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tailored.”81 The court held that because the plan as a
whole could not succeed without TDS’s cooperation
and because the release was limited to claims arising
out of or in connection with the reorganization and
excluded willful misconduct, the involuntary third
party release in Airadigm was appropriate.82
a. In re Ingersoll, Inc.
In In re Ingersoll, Inc.83 the Seventh Circuit went
a step farther than any other pro-release court before
it. Having reversed its prior case law holding that §
524(e) was a provision of the code that specifically
limited a bankruptcy court’s authority to issue third
party releases, regardless of consent (Union Carbide)
to holding in holding that third party releases are appropriate with creditor consent (Specialty Equipment)
and then holding in Airadigm that such releases are
appropriate regardless of consent, the Seventh Circuit
in Ingersoll held that involuntary third party releases
can be effective against parties who are not creditors
of the debtor if certain limited requirements are met.84
Ingersoll, Inc. was the parent corporation of the Ingersoll Cutting Tool Company (“ICTC”), a company that
had been family-owned since its inception in the late
1800s.85 In 2001, ICTC’s board, for the first time in the
company’s history, consisted of outside board members
who allegedly “masterminded” the sale of ICTC to an
Israeli-based company, Iscar, Ltd.86 Before the sale,
the Gaylords, descendants of Winthrop Ingersoll – the
very man who founded ICTC – owned ICTC.87 Upon
learning of the planned sale of ICTC, the Gaylords did
everything in their power to stop the sale.88 To assist
them in this process they retained Baise & Miller to act
on their behalf.89 When Baise & Miller failed to stop the
sale and then demanded more money than originally
agreed upon, the Gaylords refused to pay.90 Baise &
Miller filed a cause of action against the Gaylords for
the remaining balance in a state court action.91
81 Id. at 858-59.
82 562 F.3d 856, 859 (7th Cir. 2009).
83 Id. at 859-60.
84 Id. at 861.
85 Id. at 861-62.
86 Id. at 862.
87 Id. at 863.
88 562 F.3d 856, 864 (citing In re Airadigm Commc’ns, Inc.,
519 F.3d 640, 657 (7th Cir. 2008).
89 Id. (citing In re Airadigm Commc’ns, Inc. 519 F.3d 640,
657 (7th Cir. 2008).
90 Id.
91 Id.
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The Gaylords were still in control of the parent corporation, Ingersoll, Inc., however without ICTC – the
“crown jewel” of Ingersoll, Inc. (“Ingersoll”) – the
business was apparently doomed to failure.92 As part of
the plan the Gaylords were released from several
causes of action which included the case brought by
Baise & Miller.93 The bankruptcy court held that although the case presented a unique situation where the
court was asked to release the claims of a non-creditor
(Baise & Miller) against a non-debtor (the Gaylords),
the release was appropriate because it was “central to
the negotiation and ultimate success of the plan.”94
The Seventh Circuit found that the Bankruptcy
Code’s grant of “residual authority” under § 105 are
“’traditionally broad’ equitable powers.”95 Further,
the court found that § 1123(b)(6), in association with
§ 105, “permit the bankruptcy court to release third
parties from liability to participating creditors if the
release is ‘appropriate’ and not inconsistent with any
provision of the bankruptcy code.”96 The Seventh
Circuit held that the plan in Ingersoll was appropriate
because it was “narrowly tailored and critical to the
plan as a whole.”97 Specifically, the plan was narrowly
tailored because it was limited to only the two cases
brought against the Gaylords – rather than operating
similarly to a bankruptcy discharge and absolving the
Gaylords from any liability whatsoever.98 Finally, the
plan critical to the plan because “the release was an
essential component of the plan, the fruit of long-term
negotiations and achieved by the exchange of good
and valuable consideration by the Gaylords that will
enable unsecured creditors to realize distribution in
this case.”99
Continued on Page 17
92 Id. (internal quotations omitted).
93 See, e.g., Airadigm Communications, Inc. v. F.C.C. (In
re Airadigm Communications, Inc), 519 F.3d 640 (7th Cir.
2008) (holding that it is within the bankruptcy court’s power
to grant non-consensual third party releases where the release
is necessary for the reorganization and appropriately tailored);
Resorts Int’l, Inc. v. Lowenschuss (In re Lowenschuss), 67 F.3d
1394 (9th Cir. 1995) (holding that 11 U.S.C. § 524(e) prohibits
third party releases ).
94 562 F.3d 856 (7th Cir. 2009).
95 11 U.S.C. § 105(a) (2008).
96 28 U.S.C. § 1651 (2008).
97 Silverstein, supra note 7 at 31 (quoting H.R. Rep. No.
95-595, at 317 (1977), reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5963,
6274).
98 Celotex Corp. v. Edwards, 514 U.S. 300 (1995).
99 Nancy C. Dreher, Bankruptcy Law Manual § 2A:22 (5th
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The Seventh Circuit’s decision in Ingersoll gives us
nothing more than a conclusory statement of the Circuit’s opinion on the matter. It fails to present readers
and bankruptcy practitioners a standard to use in future
cases on the matter. This shortcoming represents the
foremost reason that Ingersoll is such a unsatisfying
decision, and as argued below, the failure to utilize
a standard of analysis is the reason that the Seventh
Circuit extended the third party release doctrine beyond
the parameters of the Bankruptcy Code.

III. Argument 100

At some point the Supreme Court will have to address
the third party release issue because the circuit courts
are locked into positions of sharp disagreement.101 For
reasons discussed below, the pro-release courts have
reached the correct result regarding the power granted
by §§ 105(a) and 1123(b)(6) and whether that power
is limited by Section 524(e). Further, the test put forth
by the Sixth Circuit best weighs the relative interests
at stake and presents a workable standard for future
cases – a standard that would avoid overreaching results
like the holding of the Seventh circuit in Ingersoll.102
A. Section 105(a) 103
Section 105(a) provides that bankruptcy courts “may issue
any order, process, or judgment that is necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title.”104 Although
it is similar to the All Writs Statute – which provides that
the “Supreme Court and all courts established by Act of
Congress may issue all writs necessary or appropriate in
aid of their respective jurisdictions and agreeable to the
usages and principles of law”105 –§105(a) expands these
powers “beyond those granted in prior bankruptcy laws”
by granting bankruptcy courts the the use of “any powers
traditionally exercised by a bankruptcy court that are not
encompassed by the All Writs Statute.”106
ed.) (2009).
100 See e.g., Resorts Internat’l, Inc. v. Lowenschuss (In re
Lowenschuss), 67 F.3d 1394, 1402 (“section 105 does not
authorize relief inconsistent with more specific law”).
101 Silverstein, supra note 7 at 39(citing 2 Collier on
Bankruptcy ¶ 105.01[1] (Lawrence P. King ed., 15th ed. rev.
2004)).
102 Id. (citing 2 Collier on Bankruptcy ¶ 105.01[1] (Lawrence
P. King ed., 15th ed. rev. 2004)).
103 Id at 40. (citing 2 Collier ¶ 105.01[2], at 105-7).
104 Id. at 41 (citing 2 Collier ¶ 105.01[2], at 105-8).
105 11 U.S.C. § 1123(b)(6) (2008).
106 Jason J. Jardine, The Power of the Bankruptcy Court to
Enjoin creditor Claims Against Nondebtor Parties in Light of

In Celotex Corp. v. Edwards,107 the Supreme Court
ruled that § 105(a) provides bankruptcy courts with
sufficient power to enjoin parties from executing on a
surety bond given by a non-debtor third party.108 Any
decision holding that § 105(a) does not grant bankruptcy courts sufficient power to issue involuntary
third party releases – at least temporarily – has either
misunderstood or failed to apply Celotex.109
Much of the debate over the extent of equitable
power given bankruptcy courts in § 105 stems from its
use of the term “provisions” rather than “purposes.”110
Several commentators argue that use of the term “provisions” “suggests that § 105(a) may only be used in
conjunction with another Code section.”111 Although
Collier presents this position, the treatise ultimately
favors the broad view position that “§ 105(a) grants
bankruptcy courts the authority to fill the gaps left by
the statutory language in effectuating the Code’s overarching purposes.”112 Thus, because bankruptcy courts
are charged with the extremely broad duty affording
debtors with a fresh start through reorganization and
the needs of each individual plan cannot possibly be
anticipated, the broad view is, necessarily, correct.113
B. Section 1123(b)(6) 114
Because the language of this section is clear, there is
little disagreement about the reaches of § 1123(b)(6)
itself, which provides that a plan of reorganization may
“include any other appropriate provision not inconsistent with the applicable provisions of this title.”115 The
Sixth Circuit has recognized that when coupled with
§ 105(a), § 1123(b)(6) is a grant of power authorizing
bankruptcy courts do whatever is necessary to effectuate a plan of reorganization.116 This power is subject
only the limiting language of § 1123(b)(6) itself which
requires that any provision used not be inconsistent other
Continued on Page 18

11 U.S.C. § 524(e): In re Dow Corning Corp., 2004 B.Y.U. L.
Rev. 283, 305 (2004).
107 11 U.S.C. § 1123(b)(6) (2008).
108 11 U.S.C. § 524(e) (2008).
109 Silverstein, supra note 7 at 42.
110 Id.
111 Raymond T. Nimmer, 2 Com. Asset-Based Fin. § 11:49.
Discharge or Release of Nondebtors (2009).
112 67 F.3d 1394 (1995).
113 Id. at 1402.
114 Id.
115 Nimmer, supra note 110.
116 Silverstein, supra note 7 at 62-63 (citing In re Dow
Corning Corp., 255 B.R. 445, 478 (E.D. Mich. 2000).
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provisions of Title 11.117 Therein lies the principle disagreement amongst the circuits – specifically, whether
authorizing third party releases under § 1123(b)(6) is
inconsistent with § 524(e) .
C. Section 524(e) 118
The language of § 524(e) is central to any thorough
discussion of the issues surrounding third party releases.
“The discharge of a debt of the debtor does not affect
the liability of any other entity on, or the property of
any other entity for, such debt.”119 Courts agree universally that this language means – at the very least – “that
the discharge of a debtor does not, by itself, affect the
liability of a codebtor on a discharged obligation.”120
Therefore, upon the discharge of a debtor’s liabilities in
bankruptcy creditors are free to obtain any deficiency
from parties also obligated on the debtor’s discharged
obligation.121 Thus, § 524(e) serves to inform us that
the discharge of a debtor in bankruptcy does not extinguish a debt, it merely serves to absolve the debtor
of personal liability for that debt.
The decisions of the principle anti-release circuits,
the Ninth and Tenth Circuits, are illustrative of the
anti-release position. The Ninth Circuit has held that
although § 105(a) grants bankruptcy courts sufficient
power to temporarily enjoin a creditor from continuing an ongoing cause of action or enforcing a state
court judgment against a third party prior to plan
confirmation, and permits a bankruptcy court to issue
both preliminary and permanent injunctions effective
post-confirmation in order to shield the debtor and
the efficient administration of the bankruptcy estate,
§ 105(a) is limited, impliedly, in the same manner as
§ 1123(b)(6) – preventing bankruptcy courts from issuing any order inconsistent with other Title 11 law.122
The Ninth Circuit announced additional support for
its position in Resorts Internat’l, Inc.v. Lowenschuss
(In re Lowenschuss).123 In Lowenschuss the court put
forth the argument that because § 524(g) specifically
provides for the use of third party releases in asbestos
117 Id. at FN 204.
118 Id. (citing Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1994, Pub. L. 103394, § 111(b), 108 Stat. 4106, 4117 (uncodified)).
119 See Ingersoll,Inc., 562 F.3d 856 (2009).
120 Id. at 865.
121 Id.
122 See Class Five Nevada Claimants v. Dow Corning
Corporation (In re Dow Corning Corporation), 280 F.3d 648,
658 (6th Cir. 2002).
123 See FN 53, supra.
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cases, the use of these releases is therefore, limited to
that context.124 The Ninth Circuit argues that if Congress
had intended that bankruptcy courts have the power to
issue involuntary third party releases, it would not have
limited that power to the asbestos litigation context.125
The Tenth Circuit’s position is that “while a temporary
stay prohibiting a creditor’s suit against a nondebtor
during a bankruptcy proceeding may be permissible to
facilitate the reorganization process in accord with the
broad approach to nondebtor stays, the stay may not be
extended postconfirmation in the form of a permanent
injunction effectively relieving a nondebtor from its
own liability to the creditor.”126
The position taken by the Ninth and Tenth Circuits is
incorrect because that position simply reads more into the
statutes than is there. “Section 524(e) does not expressly
prohibit releases” reading it do so “contravenes the
Supreme Court’s admonishment that statutes should be
given a plain-meaning construction and creates a conflict
with § 105(a) and the bankruptcy court’s broad equitable
powers where there need not be one.”127 Concerning the
argument that because § 524(g) specifies an instance when
third party releases may be used, bankruptcy courts lack
the power to use such releases in any other context, such
reasoning goes directly against the instructions of Congress.128 “[W]hen Congress amended § 524, it included
a special “Rule of Construction,” which provides that
‘nothing in 524(g) shall be construed to modify, impair,
or supersede any other authority the court has to issue
injunctions in connection with an order confirming a
plan of reorganization.’”129
Continued on Page 19

124 This is why an extensive analysis under a fact-intensive
test is necessary – it is easy to jump to the conclusion that a
release is required when the facts presented are very similar
to those in other, properly-granted release cases. However, the
absence of one of the six factors can be dispositive to the result.
125 Class Five Nevada Claimants v. Dow Corning Corporation
(In re Dow Corning Corporation), 280 F.3d 648, 658 (6th Cir.
2002).
126 Id.
127 United States v. A & B Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.
(In re A & B Heating & Air Conditioning), 823 F.2d 462, 465
(11th Cir. 1987) (“Frequently, the efforts put forth by [the]
officers during the reorganization is the corporation’s only hope
for future viability.”).
128 Class Five Nevada Claimants v. Dow Corning Corporation
(In re Dow Corning Corporation), 280 F.3d 648, 658 (6th Cir.
2002).
129 Id.
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D. A Workable Standard 130
The Seventh Circuit’s decision in Ingersoll is proof that
even when a court allies itself on the statutorily correct
pro-release side of the debate, it can nonetheless, reach
undesirable results if it does not have a test to be applied in making its determinations.131 Under no set of
circumstances should third party releases should not
be used to extinguish the claims of parties who are not
even creditors of the debtor. After an opinion featuring
little analysis the the Seventh Circuit concluded that the
third party release in Ingersoll was appropriate because
the release was “narrowly tailored and critical to the
plan as a whole.”132 The court failed to detail how it
was that the plan was “critical” to the plan. After recognizing that the case presented the court with a unique
situation where it was asked to extinguish the claim of
party who was not even of creditor of the debtor, held
against a party who was not the debtor, the Seventh
Circuit justified its position by stating that those issues
are not “dispositive when the party whose claim was
extinguished received fair notice and an opportunity
to object.”133 A standard that allows courts to take any
action whatsoever, as long as parties whose rights are
negatively affected have notice and an opportunity to
respond, is unacceptable.
Under the Sixth Circuit’s standard, presented supra,
the release in Ingersoll would not have passed muster.
As noted in FN 53, the Sixth Circuit’s test requires
bankruptcy courts to “ma[k]e a record of specific factual
findings that support its conclusions.” The difficulty in
applying Ingersoll to the Sixth Circuit’s six-factor test
is that the Seventh Circuit presented very few findings
supporting its conclusions. However, applying the test
to the known facts of the case, the correct result can,
nonetheless, be reached.
Although some of the Sixth Circuit factors are satisfied
by the facts in Ingersoll, most notably the requirement
that there be an indemnity relationship, weighing the
factors present against those absent would have likely
seen the Seventh Circuit determine that a release was
not appropriate.
130 See Ingersoll, Inc., 562 F.3d 856 (2009).
131 See Class Five Nevada Claimants v. Dow Corning
Corporation (In re Dow Corning Corporation), 280 F.3d 648,
658 (6th Cir. 2002).
132 Silverstein, supra note 7 at 76.
133 Id.

1. An Indemnity Relationship
The first factor in the Sixth Circuit test requires the
court to whether there is “an identity of interest between
the debtor and the third party” such as an indemnity
relationship. The facts as discussed by the Seventh
Circuit in Ingersoll make it difficult to determine if
such a relationship was present. It can be assumed
that because the Gaylords retained Baise & Miller
to help Ingersoll, Inc. to retain the Ingersoll Cutting
Tool Company – the loss of which led to the collapse
and eventual bankruptcy of Ingersoll, Inc. – Baise &
Miller would have had at least a potential claim against
Ingersoll, Inc. if they were unable to collect against the
Gaylords. Thus, if the Gaylords lost and were forced to
pay a judgment to Baise & Miller, the Gaylords might
have a claim for indemnification or contribution against
Ingersoll, Inc. However, the probability of such a claim
being successful seems limited.
2. Contribution of Substantial Assets
The second Sixth Circuit factor requires the court to
consider whether the third party contributed “substantial assets to the reorganization.” Although several
pro-release courts considering this factor in cases
where directors and officers were relieved of liability
have found it satisfied where without it the directors
and officers would lack motivation to complete the
reorganization, this argument should be limited to situations where the efforts of officers are truly dependent
upon a release. Releases should not be used to “bribe”
officers into rebuilding a corporation that under their
leadership was forced into bankruptcy. In the Ingersoll
case it is unlikely that the Gaylords needed any such
“bribe” to put forth effort into rebirthing their familyowned corporation.
3. Release Essential to the Reorganization
The third factor is whether the third party release is
essential to the reorganization. Under the facts in Ingersoll it is extremely unlikely that releasing Baise &
Miller’s claim against the Gaylords was “essential” to
the reorganization. A finding that it would requires us
to assume that $83,719.57 – the amount Baise & Miller
claim they are still owed by the Gaylords – would be so
much that it would cripple Ingersoll, Inc.’s reorganization efforts. This is especially true when it is considered
that the amount would be paid out over the course of
the plan. The most alarming fact is that if the release
channeled the judgment into the bankruptcy estate it
Continued on Page 20
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would be unavoidable that Ingersoll, Inc. would be
forced to pay the amount. Without the release, the
estate would only be required to pay if the Gaylords
were able to succeed in an indemnification claim which,
as discussed under the first factor, is highly unlikely.
4. Overwhelming Support
by the Impacted Class
The requirement that the impacted class must have voted
“overwhelmingly” in favor of the plan was clearly not
satisfied in Ingersoll. The affected class would have
been made up of Baise & Miller who would not have
voted in favor of losing their claim. More importantly,
they had no vote whatsoever because they were not
even creditors of Ingersoll, Inc.
5. Substantially all of the Affected Claims
are Paid Through the Plan
As discussed under the third factor, it is not apparent
from the decision whether Baise & Miller’s judgment
was to be paid through the plan. It is a safe assumption that because this is not mentioned in the opinion,
Baise & Miller’s claim was simply extinguished. The
requirement that claims be paid through the plan is
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required under the “best-interests-of-creditors test.”
Under § 1129(a)(7), a plan may only be approved if it
pays creditors at least what they would have received
in a chapter 7 liquidation. In a chapter 7 liquidation,
Baise & Miller would have been permitted to collect
from the Gaylords and therefore, the fifth Sixth Circuit
factor was not satisfied in the Ingersoll decision. The
sixth factor only applies in class-action tort cases.

IV. Conclusion

I hope that this article demonstrated the appropriateness of the pro-release position and moreover, why it
is necessary that even when courts ally themselves on
the right side of the debate, they do so armed with test
to help them in avoiding absurd results. I am confident
that if the Supreme Court ever addresses this matter
that has created a sharply-divided circuit split, they
will adopt the pro-release position and introduce a
test very similar, if not identical, to that utilized by the
Sixth Circuit. Until that occurs, I am hopeful that, at the
very least, circuits can utilize involuntary third party
releases intelligently and not extend a good and useful
tool for successful Chapter 11 reorganizations too far.
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The History of U.S. Bankruptcy Law
By Jennifer K. Sachs1

I. Introduction

II. The Birth of U.S. Bankruptcy Law

A. Efforts at Federal Bankruptcy Legislation
in the Nineteenth Century in the Wake of
Widespread Economic Distress
Congress derives the power to regulate bankruptcy
from the Constitution, which states in Article I, section 8 that Congress may pass “uniform laws on the
subject of bankruptcies.”3 While it appears the founding
fathers included the constitutional provision perhaps as
an afterthought, the purpose of the Bankruptcy Clause
can be gleaned from James Madison’s discussion in
the forty-second of the Federalist Papers as “intimately
connected with the regulation of commerce” and necessary to prevent debtors from fleeing to another state
to evade their obligations.4 Madison’s concern to protect creditors appears obvious. By the late eighteenth
century, bankruptcy legislation had fueled a debate
between farmers and states’ rights advocates and those
favoring a more national economy.5
Alexander Hamilton and the Federalists believed commerce was the future of the nation and bankruptcy law
was necessary “to encourage the speculative extension
of credit that fueled commercial growth.”6 Under the
Federalist vision, bankruptcy law facilitated the pattern
of failure and renewal necessary by assuring creditors
would have access to the assets of a debtor.7 On the
other hand, the Jeffersonian Republicans’ vision of an
agrarian future did not call for a federal bankruptcy
law, and they feared such law would jeopardize farmers’ property by shifting power from the states to the
federal courts.8
In addition to political party divisions, geographical
lines divided the debate. Legislators from the commercial northeastern states saw federal legislation as
essential to commercial enterprise; yet, southerners
feared the northern creditors would use bankruptcy
law to displace farmers from their homestead in the

Bankruptcy is a procedure allowing debtors, both
individuals and businesses, to eliminate some bills
and repay others over time. While bankruptcy today
is generally seen as a protective measure available for
debtors, the early roots of United States bankruptcy
law were punitive and the law was primarily a remedy
for creditors. Early bankruptcy law did not provide
debtors with a discharge of debt, only a liquidation of
their assets.
Bankruptcy law has evolved to the debtor-friendly
approach taken today, with the current law providing
five chapters of bankruptcy, which apply to different
situations: (1) Chapter 7, known as straight bankruptcy
or the “fresh start,” relieves debtors from paying certain
uncollateralized debt, such as debt from credit cards or
medical bills, in exchange for the liquidation of assets not
protected by federal or state exemption laws; (2) Chapter 13, also known as a “wage earner’s plan,” provides
debtors relief from high interest rates and penalty fees
when they submit a repayment plan to the bankruptcy
court describing how they intend to pay off their debts
over a three to five period according to their means; (3)
Chapter 11 provides debt reorganization and a pay-back
plan that is mostly used by businesses; (4) Chapter 12
resembles Chapter 13’s repayment plan, but is designed
specifically for family farmers and fishermen; (5) Chapter 15 was added by Congress in 2005 to codify law
governing business bankruptcy cases involving parties
in more than one country.2
The distinctive contours of America’s approach to
personal and corporate bankruptcy are rooted in a
rich history of political influences, periods of financial
instability, the construction and operation of railroads,
and constant ideological battles. The evolution of U.S.
Bankruptcy law is illuminated by America’s past finanContinued on Page 22
cial woes and attending legislative adjustments to the
relations of debtor and creditor. Growing consumer 3 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8.
debt and the financial repercussions of the current home 4 The Federalist No. 42, 271 (James Madison) (Clinton
mortgage financing crisis make bankruptcy law all the Rossiter ed., 1961).

more prevalent today in American life.

1 J.D. Candidate May 2010, Gonzaga University School
of Law; B.A. Sociology/Pre-law Tufts University. Judge L.
Warden Hanel Memorial Scholarship Recipient and Judicial
Extern to the Honorable Patricia C. Williams, U.S. Bankruptcy
Court for the Eastern District of Washington.
2 9 Am. Jur. 2d Bankruptcy § 13 (2008).

5 David A. Skeel, Jr., Debt’s Dominion: A History of
Bankruptcy Law in America, 23 (Princeton University Press,
2002).
6 Drew R. McCoy, The Elusive Republic: Political Economy
in Jeffersonian America, 179 (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1980).
7 Skeel, supra note 4, at 3.
8 Id.
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event of a default.9
Constitutional issues also figured into the debate. Questions going to the source and the text of the bankruptcy
power arose. The Constitution uses the term “bankruptcy”
without further elaboration, and some lawmakers argued
the drafters intended to preserve a narrow interpretation with the pro-creditor meaning of early English law,
which distinguished between “bankruptcy” laws and
“insolvency” laws.10 Under such a reading, bankruptcy
was restricted to helping creditors obtain a debtor’s assets
for repayment, and traders and debtors could not invoke
bankruptcy law on behalf of themselves.11 In Sturges v.
Crowninshield, the Supreme Court rejected such a narrow
reading of the Bankruptcy Clause and validated northern
lawmakers’ notion that the Bankruptcy Clause provided
Congress the broad authority to create legislation dealing
with financial distress.12 Yet, while the Supreme Court
paved the way for an expansive bankruptcy law, Congress remained divided on whether the nation needed a
permanent law of such nature.13
B. The 1898 Act
Business failure was commonplace in the nineteenth
century United States. Rapid commercialization
brought both opportunity and financial ruin; farmers lost
their land because they were unable to make mortgage
payments, large manufacturers were unable to meet
their debt obligations, and land speculators betting on
future lots of land were wiped out when the real estate
bubble burst.14 Bankruptcy became widespread in New
York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and
California, and a pervasive issue in American life.15
Prior to 1898, state insolvency laws filled the gap of
a series of federal bankruptcy laws that were passed,
then quickly repealed. Legislation followed a bust-andboom pattern with Congress rushing to pass federal
9 Id. at 26.
10 At the time of Framing, English bankruptcy law was
distinctly pro-creditor with cases restricted to being brought
by a creditor and for their benefit only. Jonathan C. Lipson,
Debt and Democracy: Towards a Constitutional Theory of
Bankruptcy, Notre Dame L. Rev. 605, 628-29 (2008).
11 Skeel, supra note 4, at 27.
12 Sturges v. Crowninshield, 4 Wheaton 122, 195 (1819)
(writing for the majority court, Chief Justice Marshall
concluded the terms “bankruptcy” and “insolvency” were
interchangeable).
13 Skeel, supra note 4, at 27.
14 Edward J. Balleisin, Navigating Failure, 2 (University of
North Carolina Press, 2001).
15 Id. at 2.
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bankruptcy laws with periodic financial panics, only
to be repealed when the economic crisis was alleviated.16 The first federal bankruptcy law was enacted in
1800, but lasted only until 1803, and another ill-fated
law was enacted in 1841 only to be repealed in 1843.17
Legislative turmoil came to a halt in 1898, when the
first permanent U.S. bankruptcy law emerged.18
Proponents of federal bankruptcy legislation found
powerful support with the commercial trade groups
that were rapidly emerging in the increasingly commercialized environment of the late 1800s.19 Local
chambers of commerce, boards of trade, and merchant
organizations provided a powerful pro-creditor voice to
represent merchants’ frustration at financially troubled
debtors playing favorites in paying off debts; to interstate merchants’ detriment, debtors would often pay
off family members and local creditors first.20
Equally crucial to Congress finally passing the Act,
in 1898 the Republican party controlled the presidency
and both houses of Congress.21 Nonetheless, the creditor
proponents were forced to make concessions to prodebtor interests to minimize defections and secure the
Democratic votes necessary to pass the Act.22 As a
result, both creditor and debtor interests were reflected
within the final product of the 1898 Act.23
Republican Party control for more than a decade
under the presidency of Theodore Roosevelt provided
a period of stability for the bankruptcy law to develop
Continued on Page 23

16 Prior to 1898, Congress passed the Bankruptcy Acts of
1800, 1841, and 1867 lasting a total of sixteen years. Skeel,
supra note 4, at 23-25.
17 Bankruptcy Act of 1800, ch. 19. 2 Stat. 19, repealed by Act
of Dec. 19, 1803, ch. 6, 2 Stat. 248; Bankruptcy Act of 1841,
ch. 9, 5 Stat. 440, repealed by Act of Mar. 3, 1843, ch. 82, 5
Stat. 840.
18 Bankruptcy Act of 1898, ch. 541, 30 Stat. 544, amended
by Chandler Act, ch. 575, 52 Stat. 840 (1938), repealed by
Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-598, 92 Stat.
2549 (codified as amended at 11 U.S.C. §§ 101-1330 (2000 &
Supp. V 2005)).
19 Bradley Hansen, Commercial Associations and the
Creation of a National Economy: The Demand for Federal
Bankruptcy Law, 72 Bus. History Rev. 86 (1998).
20 Skeel, supra note 4, at 37.
21 Id. at 43.
22 Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform: From Bryan to
F.D.R., 116-17 (New York: Random House, 1955).
23 The creditors ceded to offering discharge provisions that
were more lenient than the provisions of any previous act.
Skeel, supra note 4 at 39, 46.
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and gain staying power.24 In addition, the newly formed
bankruptcy bar successfully dissuaded debates on repeal
ensuring the permanency of the 1898 Act.25
While the 1898 Act did not include corporate provisions, the seeds of corporate reorganization were also
planted in the nineteenth century by the railroads.26

III. The Beginning of Corporate
Reorganization: The Railroads

As David A. Skeel put it, “the history of corporate
reorganization is the history of nineteenth century railroad failure.”27 The railroads were America’s earliest
great corporations. Following the railroad construction
boom in the 1850s and 1860s, corporations emerged
as an integral component of America’s economy and
lawmakers were forced to consider whether the Bankruptcy Clause included corporate debtors.28
As lawmakers contemplated the corporation’s place
in federal bankruptcy legislation, insolvency raged
among the railroads. Rapid early growth and expansion
in the 1870’s led to intense and destructive competition among the railroads; coupled with the constant
economic panics of the late nineteenth century, the
railroads began to default on their debt obligations.29
Rather than turning to Congress, the railroads sought
relief in the state and federal courts. Fearing railroad
failure would cripple transportation, the courts expressed their desire to resuscitate the railroads with
the equity receivership - a melding of (1) the courts’
equitable authority to appoint receivers to preserve
the value of a debtor’s property, and (2) the right of a
mortgage holder to foreclose on mortgaged property
if the debtor defaulted.30
The equity receivership reorganization technique was
rooted in an 1848 Georgia case, which permitted an
insolvent railroad to auction its property as an intact
whole, rather than by piecemeal liquidation, thereby
allowing the troubled railroad’s preservation.31 The
24 Id. at 44.
25 Id. at 45.
26 David A. Skeel Jr., Rethinking the Line between Corporate
Law and Corporate Bankruptcy, 72 Tex. L. Rev. 471, 479
[hereinafter Corporate Law and Corporate Bankruptcy].
27 Skeel, supra note 4, at 48.
28 Skeel, Corporate Law and Corporate Bankruptcy, 480.
29 Skeel, supra note 4, at 50.
30 Id. at 57.
31 Oscar Lasdon, The Evolution of Railroad Reorganization,
88 Banking L.J. 3, 6 (1971).

court exclaimed, “[w]hat disastrous consequence would
have resulted if each judgment creditor had been allowed to seize and sell separate portions of the [track],
at different sales in different Counties through which
it passed and to different purchasers?”32
The equity receivership typically worked as follows:
railroads with tracks stretching across several states that
had issued stock and mortgage bonds to raise money
over the years, but then defaulted on interest payments
on the bonds, were appointed a receiver by the court to
oversee their property.33 The appointment of a receiver
shifted control of the railroad’s assets to the receiver
and out of reach of creditors.34 Halting creditors’ collection efforts provided railroads with the breathing
space to configure a plan of reorganization. Although
the creditor would next file a foreclosure bill requesting
that the court schedule a sale of the property, the sale
would often be put off for years while the reorganization plan was negotiated.35
In the meantime, Wall Street investment banks that
had underwritten the railroad’s bonds formed a bondholders’ committee to represent bondholders’ interests
in negotiating the terms of reorganization with firm
managers.36 While the committee asked investors to
“deposit” their bonds or stock with the committee
in order to have full negotiation power, the courts
established “upset prices” that set a minimum bid the
committee could accept on behalf of security holders
during the negotiation.37
Between 1890 and the country’s entry into World
War I, approximately half of the largest railroads in

Continued on Page 24
32 As quoted in Gerrard Glenn, The Basis of Federal
Receivership, 25 Colum. L. Rev. 434, 442 (1925).
33 Skeel, supra note 4,at 57-58.
34 Appointing a receiver is analogous to an automatic stay
under current bankruptcy law; following the appointment of a
receiver, the court could order an injunction against a creditor
trying to obtain a lien against railroad property. Id. at 58.
35 Reorganization allowed railroads to rework their capital
structure, reduce obligations, reduce interest rates, and extend
the payback period. Id.
36 Lasdon, supra note 30, at 1443.
37 Claimants dissenting to the negotiated reorganization plan
could demand cash equal to their portion of the “upset price”,
or could agree to the plan and receive new securities offered
under the plan. However, the “upset price” was set so low that
it was often an unattractive alternative and forced recalcitrant
parties to agree to the reorganization. Stephen J. Lubben,
Railroad Receiverships and Modern Bankruptcy Theory, 89
Cornell L. Rev. 1420 (2004).
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the United States went through a receivership.38 The
equity receivership process permitted survival of
troubled railroads and avoided the nightmare of sorting through the various sections of track that stretched
across numerous states, property that secured the bonds,
in order to distribute the proceeds from a liquidation.
More importantly, the segments of track representing
collateral for any given bond issuance would have
been worthless unless the railroad remained intact.39
However, critics challenged Wall Street’s significant
role in receivership, and the process was revised under
the New Deal reforms.

IV. Turmoil of yhe Great Depression
and the New Deal Reforms

chair of the SEC, and his New Deal allies revamped
the reorganization framework and equity receivership
practice.45 Douglas and the New Deal reformers believed
the railroad receivership process was an inequitable
product of the firm manager’s self-dealing and reorganization committees too often robbed the bondholder
of his investment.46 The New Dealers dissatisfaction
with railroad receiverships stemmed from the fact that
“[s]ince the committee formed will in all probability
be the only bidder, the property will be sold for a fraction of its value, and the bondholder staying out of the
reorganization scheme will receive little. The small
bondholder … has practically no choice.”47
As a result of the New Dealers’ sentiments, The
Chandler Act of 1938 imposed pervasive SEC scrutiny
on corporate reorganization and required managers
of the bankrupt firms be replaced by an independent
trustee, precluding the firms’ bankers and attorneys
from occupying the position.48 Furthermore, the SEC
reforms cut through the Wall Street banks informational
advantage; as underwriter of a debtor’s securities, the
firm’s bank had a list of securities holders’ contact
information in order to round up investors to form a
protective committee.49 Outside groups lacking this
information were at a disadvantage if they wanted to
organize a competing committee. Thus, the new law
authorized the courts to require that bankers divulge
the list of securities holders’ information.50
However, the unprecedented authority given to the
SEC in the administration of bankruptcy filings was
short-lived; the Bankruptcy Act of 1978 would completely replace the Chandler Act of 1938.51

Outstanding consumer credit grew rapidly in the United
States reaching $7 billion by the 1920s.40 Americans’
“love of luxury” along with margin trading and installment sales generated a speculation frenzy that would
ultimately lead to the stock market crash by the end of the
decade.41 Following the Great Depression, complaints
arose surrounding the administration of bankruptcy
in New York City in the 1930s.42 An investigation
revealed that unmeritorious practices in bankruptcy
administration existed, especially by attorneys and
trustees involved in the equity receivership process.43
Drawing on the populist hostility to Wall Street
generated by the Great Depression, realists that gained
power during the New Deal era urged amendments
to reform bankruptcy to the more administrative and
government-officiated system existing under English
bankruptcy law.44 While U.S. bankruptcy lawyers successfully fought to preserve the original U.S. bankruptcy
framework, the Chandler Act would destroy reorgani- V. The Revitalization of Bankruptcy
and the 1978 Bankruptcy Code
zation practice as it previously existed.
Future Supreme Court Justice William Douglas, The 1960’s changed the landscape for bankruptcy law
once again. The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978, often
38 Lubben, supra note 36, at 1450.
called the “Bankruptcy Code,” quickly repudiated the
39 Skeel, supra note 4, at 62.
40 Lendon Calder, Financing the American Dream: A Cultural New Deal era reforms that granted the SEC significant
History of Consumer Credit, 263 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1999).
41 Calder, supra note 40, at 263.
42 Skeel, supra note 4, at 76-78.
43 Strengthening of Procedure in the Judicial System: The
Report of the Attorney General on Bankruptcy and Law
Practice, Senate Document No. 72-65 (1932).
44 In England, a government official plays a commanding role
in the bankruptcy process; by contrast, the Bankruptcy Act of
1898 left much of the U.S. process to the parties themselves
Skeel, supra note 4, at 90.
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45 Id. at 103.
46 Lubben, supra note 36, at 1470.
47 Thomas A. Thacher, Some Tendencies of Modern
Receiverships, 4 Cal. L. Rev. 32, 47 (1915).
48 Skeel, supra note 4, at 119-20.
49 Id.
50 The Chandler Act, Public Law No. 75-696, 52 Stat. 840
(1938 (codified prior to repeal at 11 U.S.C. (1938)).
51 The Bankruptcy Act of 1978, Public Law No. 95-598,92
Stat. 2549 (1978) (codified at 11. U.S.C.A. §§ 101-1330).
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oversight of bankruptcy administration and regulation
of large scale corporate reorganization.52 At the heels
of the strict budget controls imposed on the SEC by the
Eisenhower administration, the SEC was understaffed
and receiving criticism for its delay in resolving reorganization cases.53 The prospect of a permanent role
for the SEC in bankruptcy administration was further
undermined by interest group opponents; by prohibiting a debtor’s current lawyers and firm managers from
serving in the Chapter 11 reorganization process, the
New Deal reforms stacked lawyers and Wall Street
investment firms against the SEC.54
As a result, the 1978 Code dissolved the SEC’s role
and created bankruptcy courts to serve as adjuncts
to the United States District Courts for each federal
judicial district in the United States.55 The Code also
provided that while not given the lifetime appointment conferred to Article III judges, the bankruptcy
judges were to be appointed by the President to serve
fourteen-year terms.56
In addition, reforms were adopted expanding the scope
of bankruptcy law; the courts’ bankruptcy jurisdiction
was extended to include more of the debtor’s property
and the definition of the bankruptcy “estate” and a viable “claim” was expanded.57 Under the 1898 Act, to
be included in the bankruptcy distribution a claim had
to qualify as both “provable” and “allowable.”58 The
52 Bankruptcy Act of 1978, §§ 101-1130.
53 Skeel, supra note 4, at 170.
54 The SEC’s bankruptcy reforms provide an interesting
contrast with the SEC’s role under the 1933 and 1934
Securities Acts. While the securities laws imposed the SEC
as regulator where investment banks had previously enjoyed
wide elbow room, the new securities laws preserved a vital
role for lawyers and Wall Street firms in the issuance of
securities. Thus, a symbiotic relationship was able to develop
between the SEC and those interest groups. Jonathan R. Macey,
Administrative Agency Obsolescence and Interest Group
Formation: A Case Study of the SEC at Sixty, 15 Cardozo L.
Rev. 909 (1994).
55 The 1978 Bankruptcy Code did away with the earlier use
of “referees” under the 1898 Act , whereby the federal district
served as a bankruptcy court and appointed “referees” to
conduct the proceedings. See Bankruptcy Act of 1898, supra
note 17, 30 Stat. 544.
56 Bankruptcy Court Revision: Hearings on H.R. 8200
before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of
the House Committee on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 1st sess.
(1977).
57 Skeel, supra note 4, at 148.
58 Id.

reform abolished the earlier obstacle that provability
created for creditors with a contingent or an unliquidated
claim by allowing creditors to bring claims of an uncertain amount that had not been reduced to judgment.59
The 1978 Code also addressed whether Congress or
the states should control exemptions policy, ultimately
giving debtors the choice between state exemptions
and a set of federal exemptions.60 In addition, the 1978
Bankruptcy Code made the Chapter 13 option, involving
repayment of some of debtor’s obligations to creditors,
more enticing by granting debtors more powers than
would otherwise be unavailable if the debtor sought
an immediate discharge.61 The legislature would more
forcefully muscle debtors to use the repayment option
in 2005.

VI. The 2005 Bankruptcy Law

In 2005, Congress enacted the “Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Act” (the “2005 law”).62 While
the 2005 law had two primary purposes, to prevent abuse
of the bankruptcy system and protect consumers, the Act
has been criticized for raising the costs of bankruptcy
proceedings and for poorly drafted statutory language.63
The 2005 law made it more difficult for consumers to
prove they should be allowed to clear their debts under
a Chapter 7 discharge, thereby forcing more debtors
into a Chapter 13 repayment plan.64 While a bankruptcy
judge could make the determination whether a creditor
was entitled to a Chapter 7 discharge under the old law,
the 2005 law subjects a debtor’s income to a “means
test” in order to be eligible to file under Chapter 7.65
Continued on Page 26
59 Report of the Commission on the Bankruptcy Laws of the
United States, H.R. Doc. No. 93-137 (1973).
60 States were nonetheless authorized to remove the federal
option and limit debtors to state provisions. Skeel, supra note
4, at 153.
61 The revised Chapter 13 option allowed debtors the right to
cure any defaults on the debtor’s home mortgage, and went so
far as to permit discharge of fraudulently incurred obligations.
Report of the Commission on the Bankruptcy Laws, supra note
56, at 159.
62 Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection
Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-8, 119 Stat. 23 (codified at 11
U.S.C. § 101 et seq. (2006).
63 Jean Braucher, A Guide To Interpretation of the 2005
Bankruptcy Law, 16 Am. Bankr. Inst. L. Rev. 349, 350 (2008).
64 Id. at 350.
65 Jeanne Sahadi, The New Bankruptcy Law and You:
What You Should Know About the Law, Which Will Make It
Tougher For Consumers To Clear Their Debts, (October 17,
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Under the “means test,” if a consumer makes more
than the state’s median income, or the debtor can
repay a minimal amount of their unsecured debt over
five years, his Chapter 7 case is subject to dismissal.66
In such a case, the consumer’s only remaining option
in bankruptcy is the far costlier Chapter 13 business
reorganization or Chapter 11 individual reorganization
filing, both of which include meaningful repayment
provisions to creditors.
Criticism of the current law also extends to student
loans, which hold the unique status of being unsecured,
non-priority, non-dischargeable debt.67 Student loans are
among the most ironclad debts, equivalent to overdue
taxes and child support, and are dischargeable only in
cases where the debtor has fallen on the most hopeless
of circumstances.68 In Brunner v. New York State Higher
Education Services Corporation, the Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit formulated the often cited test
that the discharge of student loans requires that the
debtor cannot maintain a minimal standing of living,
the current state of affairs will persist for a significant
portion of the repayment period, and often requires
“additional circumstances” indicating an inability to
earn an income, such as being disabled or elderly.69
Thus, the value of a Chapter 7 discharge or a Chapter
13 plan may still be encumbered by a very substantial
student loan obligation that is non-dischargeable in
bankruptcy.
While the 2005 bankruptcy reforms tightened the
availability of a complete debt discharge, the bankruptcy system as a whole continues to gain prominence
in the American legal framework and provides valuable options for American consumers and businesses
experiencing financial hardship.

VII. Conclusion

The United States’ approach to bankruptcy looks different than the approach of many other nations with
attributes including consumer debtors’ right to discharge
(though more difficult now under the 2005 law) and the
availability of corporate reorganization under Chapter
2005), available at http://money.cnn.com/2005/10/17/pf/debt/
bankruptcy_law/index.htm.
66 Id.
67 Tara Siegel Bernard, Student Loans and Bankruptcy, N. Y.
Times, Apr. 17, 2009.
68 Id.
69 Brunner v. N.Y. State Higher Educ. Servs. Corp., 831 F.2d
395 (2d Cir. 1987).
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11. Perhaps the most unique attribute is that debtors in
the United States do not view bankruptcy as the bitter
last result or an outcome to be avoided at all costs.
Rather, many debtors use bankruptcy as the means to
a healthier end.
In the recent years of economic downturn, plummeting
home values, job loss, and the near disappearance of
credit have proved to be a potent mixture in spurring a
spike in the number of bankruptcy filings since 2006.70
With people and businesses suffering insurmountable
debt as sources of lending have dried up, bankruptcy
filings have continued to rise in 2010.71 Recently, the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts released statistics demonstrating the rise in bankruptcy filings in
the federal courts:72
Total Bankruptcy Filings by Bankruptcy Chapter
Calendar Years, Period Ending December 31, 2005-2009
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70 The number of personal bankruptcy filings in late 2008 was
up 34% from the filings made in 2007. Tara Siegel Bernard
and Jenny Anderson, Downturn Drags More Consumers Into
Bankruptcy, N.Y.Times, Nov. 15, 2008. Bankruptcy filings, in
general, continued to rise in 2009 with filings up 31.9% from
all filings 2008.
71 In the first quarter of the Judiciary’s 2010 fiscal year
(October 1 – December 31, 2009), filings were up 24% from
filing sin the first fiscal year of 2009. U.S. Courts News
Release, Bankruptcy Filings Up In Calendar Year 2009, March
2, 2010.
72 U.S. Courts News Release, Bankruptcy Filings Up In
Calendar Year 2009, March 2, 2010.

Navigating Filing Fee Waivers
Tap Menard
Law Clerk to the Hon. Frank L. Kurtz
One the changes brought on by BAPCPA was 28 USC
§1930(f)(1). This provision provides that the court
“may” waive the filing fee in a Chapter 7 if certain
threshold requirements are met. First, the debtor must
have an income less than 150% of the official poverty
line, adjusted for family size. The poverty line information is available on the court’s web site. Second, it
must appear that the debtor is unable to pay the filing
fee in instalments.
The Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure require
the Clerk to accept a petition without payment of the
filing fee if it is accompanied by an application requesting the waiver using the Official Form 3B. A link to
the national bankruptcy forms is located on the court
web site. Unfortunately, the form is not a fillable PDF
and so counsel will have to print the form and fill it
out by hand.
In November 2009 the Eastern District of Washington
adopted a Local Rule 1006-1 which addresses applications to waive the filing fee. The local rule requires
that the applicant give notice and an opportunity for
hearing, at the time the application is filed, to the
Chapter 7 Trustee. Filing of the application through
CM/ECF is deemed sufficient notice to the trustee. LBR
1006-1 provides that the trustee has until 7 days after
the conclusion of the 341 meeting to file an objection.
Local Rule 1006-1 further provides that the applicant
shall prepare and present the order approving the application for waiver.

Local Rule 1006-1 was added at the request of the
Chapter 7 Trustees. When the fee is waived the trustee
does not receive base amount for handling the case.
So they have an interest in seeing that fee waivers are
allowed only in appropriate cases. Since the rule was
adopted trustee’s around the district have been filing
objections to the fee waiver applications.
The Clerk’s Office and Chambers have observed
that a number of counsel are not submitting the orders
approving the fee waiver after the objection period
runs. This oversight creates work for the deputy clerks
since if the filing fee remains unpaid they are required
to send out a Notice of Intent to Dismiss for Failure to
Pay the Filing Fee. This event normally prods counsel
to present the order. On a couple of occasions counsel
has not responded by filing an order and matter has
gone to hearing and the Judge has had to ask why the
order was not submitted.
This is not the only problem that has cropped up
with the applications for fee waiver. Most of the other
problems fall into the category of not paying attention
to detail. For example, always check the guide lines
to make sure the debtor qualifies under the poverty
deadlines. The debtor or in the case of joint filing both
debtors must sign the application. The application must
be filled out fully, or where allowed schedules attached.
The foregoing errors have occurred more often than
they should. In every instance they are avoidable. When
they occur the court must hold a hearing. This of course
involves both court and counsel time.

Bankruptcy has provided protection to help individuals and families weather this economic crisis. The
United States’ bankruptcy law has offered shelter by
allowing debtors to take advantage of Chapter 13 bankruptcy, which permits a filer to save his primary home
from foreclosure, to rescue a home purchased in prior
years that now has a mortgage balance exceeding the
home’s market value.73 Those qualifying for Chapter 7
bankruptcy protection have opted for the “fresh start”
that forgives their debts, but liquidates their assets.

In addition to providing solace to individual filers,
bankruptcy law provides significant benefits under the
Chapter 11 reorganization process that may heal the
recent collapse of businesses and large institutions. In
Chapter 11 reorganization, such entities may restructure and rid themselves of unnecessary debt in order
to regain viability and return to profitability.
Whether the bankruptcy law is helping an honest
debtor discharge certain debts and obtain a “fresh start,”
save their home, or shed debt and unwieldy contract
obligations to reorganize, the United States’ bankruptcy
law has become a helpful and highly utilized tool to
help individuals and businesses weather the current
economic fallout – and hopefully emerge healthier.

History of Bankruptcy Law cont’d

73 Filers who are able to repay a portion of their debts must
file for Chapter 13 bankruptcy; however, some debtors choose
Chapter 13 because it permits them to save their primary
homes from foreclosure, though they are required to catch up
on mortgage payments due. Id.
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